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-

Governor Mills returned this afternoon from Las Vegas where he spent
a couple of days.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
"has received the following sums for
the treasury: H. P. Ervten, treasurer
tof Rio Arriba count:', $5,000; Chris
Raithel, treasurer of Luna county, $54,-6Game and Fish Warden Thomas
P .Gable, $53.
,
Good Roads Meeting.
The county commissioners of Otero
tfonntv are here this afternoon 'to
meet with the New Mexico jGood
Roads Commission presided over by
Governor Mills concerning road matters In Otero county. Governor Curry
will attend the.meeting and then go
to Tularosa, returning here Tuesday,

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chesterfield Court House, September, 9. Severe repudiation of Beulah
Binford as a girl from whom he vainly tried to detach himself and the dir-

ect imputation that the jury judged
him more for his indiscretions than
the tragedy itself, came today from
the lips of Henry Clay Beattie Jr., convicted last night of wife murder. Any
other jury, composed of city folk, with
broader views, would have been more
merciful, was his bitter lament.
'; Blames Beulah.

"Fearfully unfair," he muttered in
his cell, when asked his opinion of the
'
verdict.
'Beulah Binford," he added, "figured
largely in the verdict, more largely
than the testimony, of the killing.
s
These country folk cannot understand
Teachers Certificated.
.
The department of public instruc- how a woman of the underworld can
be crazy about you. They don't know
tion has issued certificates to the fol' when that happens how hard it is to
lowing teachers of Otero county:
First Grade Rose Murphy, May get rid of her.
' Expected Her to Kill Herself..
Pierce. '
"I have drifted along, hoping against
B
Adffie
.F.
Grade
Second
Bellamy,
Mit-tohope,, that something would occur to
Funk, Mrs. Fannie Jones, F. B.
And
Mary M. Moffett, Eva E. Moffett rid myself of that Binford girl.
Lelah Grace Nicholas, Vlda .Redice, once, a woman of that kind feels that
Mrs. E. Simmons, May Simms, Laura you no longer take any interest in
her she usually seeks solace in suiSmisa, BeBsie Saxon, Lee Walker."
Third Grade Rina Latham, Jo Na- cide. So I drifted along, waiting for
a chance to break o. relations with
tions.
Mr. Warner Wanted.
her, In ' the meantime, to live a proper
The insurance department of New life."
Girl Declares Beattie Innocent.
"Mexico has received a letter from the
secretary of the Pioneer Life Insur-anc- e "New York, N. Y., Sept. 9. Beulah
Company with office at Fargo, Binford received without emotion the
North Dakota, asking for information news of the verdict against Henry
of the whereabouts of F. L. Warner Clay Beattie. "..
"He is innocent."
who, he Bays, is wanted on the charge
of embezzlement. Anyone who has en- "I am sure he had nothing to do with
joyed the pleasure of meeting Mr. the murder of his wife. It's easy to
Warner and knows his whereabouts kick a man. when he is down, and
will kindly wire the Pioneer Life In- every, one has been against him."
surance Company at Fargo, ,N. D., at Will, Be Electrocuted November 24.
'"Chesterfield Court House, Va., Sept
the company's expense.
9. Twelve Virginians, mostly farmCurry Shows a Loss.
Traveling Auditor John Joerts has ers, knelt at dusk last night in the obthe tax roll irom Curry coun- scurity of the small jury room of Chesty for the year '.'.1911 which shows a terfield court house, prayed fervently
loss j?f '$249521 ; compared ..with .last that they might pass pud.gment aright
.year. The total assessment is $1,690,-.86- 3 on Henry Clay Beattie, Jr., 'indicted
compared with $1,940,390 of .1910. for the murder of his wife, arose from
The items of increase are few and In- their knees, deliberated nearly an hour
clude cattle, $2,034; capital in manu- and silently one by one, recorded a
facturing, $19,000; books lawandmed-ical- , verdict of guilty.
After weighing carefully the mean$1,457. The decrease includes
the following: agricultural lands, $40 ing of their decision end once more
6S8; improvements on these lands, on bended knees beseeching divine as$26,855; town lots, $48,159; improve- sistance against possible error at the
minutes the jurors
ments on town lots, $40,071; horses. end of fifty-eig$31,752; m iles, $12,149; merchandise, filed into the hushed and crowded
court room and, with startling sudden$15,327; household goods, $19,519.
ness twelve voices, Instead of the usuPleased With Luna County.
Territorial SuperintendentJ. E. al one of the foreman, spoke the word
Clark of the department of public in- "guilty" in chorus. It was almost a
struction visited the institute' at Dem- shout. ': x ;
The spectre of death which stalked
ing last week and says he was greatly
pleased with the showing made. In on Midlothian turnpike on July lo,
former years the institues were usual- when Mrs. Louise Owen Beattie was
ly made up of younger people whip slain, stared hard at the young hussought the work for their own accom- band, ready toclaim its victim by
plishment rather than to teach but electrocution onFriday, November 24.
this year there were twenty or more But the prisoner returned tne gaze
very strong teachers, probably the unswerving and unafraid.
best seen in Institutes in Luna county
This was despite the fact that many NO AGREEMENT IN
teachers who have taught during the
SIGHT IN MOROCCO.
past year In that county went to the
normal institute at Silver City.
Spain Sends Another Thousand Troops
to Strengthen Its Garrison
:
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AMERICAN DEFEAT8 AUSTRALIAN
FOR FAR EAST CHAMPIONSHIP.

(By Special Leased TWre to New Mexican
.Sydney, N. S. W., Sept. '9. Jack
Lester of Cleelum, Wash., today defeated "Bill" Lang, the Australian
heavyweight, for the championship of
Australia-Asia- .
The bout went full

twenty rounds scheduled and Lest
was awarded the decision' on points.'

Melilla.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Paris, Sept. 9. The text of Ger
many's reply to France's proposals offered with a view to settling the Moroccan dispute reached the French am
bassador at Berlin, M. Cambon, last
evinlng. '.: The impression here is that muck
further negotiations will be necessary

before an agreement is reached.
WHAT IS USE OF
Panic In Germany.
ANNOUNCING WHAT ALL KNOW.
Benin, Sept. & The financial
world today had a darker day than
(By Special Leased Wire to TTew Mexican) any during the American panic of
:
Washington, D. C., Sept. 9. Upon 1907. ;A feeling approaching panic
excellent authority, It is learned, that was waeiy evident Newspaper jpffl
senator LaFollette will wait nntil aft- cee were repeatedly queried as to
er Congress convenes before an- whether It was true that the mobiliza
nouncing his candidacy tor the presi- tion of the' German army here had
been ordered. A storm of selling or- dency.
aers ourst on the Bourse. Further sav.
ings banks funs developed at Cologne,
XXXXXXXXXXXSXXX
FLOOD DOES MUCH
Essen, Aix la Chapelle and other
DAMAGE AT ALAMOGORDO.
places.'
..

-

-

X

X Canons and ArroyoTransform-eInto Torrents y Con-tlnuous Downpour.
Special to the New Mexican:

d

,
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RAIN POSTPONES BOSTON- ,
PHILADELPHIA GAME.

(Br Special Leased Wire to TTw Mrrinani
..Boston, Miss Sept
Alamogordo, N. M., Sept 9.
A continuous
first game post
y
downpour of X
- ,
rain all yesterday (afternoon :r poned) rata. - '
X and all night up to ten o'clock X
St Louis, Mo., Sept. 9. Lead steady,
this forenoon, over the Sacra- St
;; spelter urm, S.86. v.
mento mountains, Otero coun- - St
,
Second Game Peataenail.
ty, and the Alamogordo valley, St Boston, Mass.,' Sept. 9. National
Boston-Philadelph-

-

.'.

"

-

X transformed air arroyos and St
canons into torrents, - flooded St
X the farms in the lowlands, dam- - X
S aged the crops, made rivers out , X
of the streets of Alamogordo, X
X damaged culverts, swept away X
X bridges, tied up trains, and bad-- , gi
X ly damaged many of the adobe X
X houses In that portion of Ala-- X
mogordo occupied by the Span-- ,' X
X
ish speaking people.

XXX XX

X X X X X

XX

X X

XX

--

both games post
,
poned on account of rain.

Boston-Philadelphi-

$TEEL TRUjtT HAS TAKEN
IN, A FEW MORE ORDERS.

(By SvmM Lea4 Wtr to New Mexican)
Nek brk, N. Y Sept 9. The TJ.
S stee) corporation announced today
tbifr the unfilled tonnage of the books

in August was 3,805,985 tons against
tons on July 31. i

3,584,086

'
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)'
'By Sfteetal Leased wwe to Now Mexican) (By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, Sept. 9.t The international j Newport, R. 1., Sept. 9. Col. John
Bureau
of
Chiasso, Switzerland. Sept. 9 Gioia
Weathef
union officials, will neither sanction Jacob Astor, and Madeline Talmage del Colle, a city with a population of
X this city, today received ofll- or disapprove a strike of Illinois Cen Force, both of Xew York, were mar- 20,000 in the Italian
X cial report from Mrsw Llnneus S.
province of Barf
X Shields, wife of
tral shopmen before next Tuesday, at ried early today at "Beeehwood," the de la Pugli, has been the scene of
the forest
the earliest, according to a statement bridegroom's Newport house. The savage excesses in consequence of
X ranger and local observer
at
made today by W. F. Kramer, chair- bride was given away by her father, the cholera epidemic now raging in
X Jemez Springs, directly west
man of the board that has the situa- William Force.
X from Santa Fe, about forty
Italy.
,
tion under consideration.
Others present were Miss Kather-lnThe authorities ordered that all
X miles, in the range of moun- It is the desire of the international
Emmons Force, sister of the bride persons attacked by cholera should be
X tains prominent in the view of
officials to cancel the
now and Vincent Astor, son of Colonel As- taken to a hospital and that those
X the west from the city and
who had been in contact with cholera
being taken on the strike vote before tor.
X composed of extinct volcanoes,
"Beeehwood" was beautifully deco- victims be isolated in a neighboring
they take any definite action. The
X reporting a number of distinct
The population, convinced
X earthquake shocks this month.
began last Wednesday and it rated with flowers in honor of the building.
i
X On September 1, Friday of last
thought the official report on the event and the Noma, the steam yacht that it was the intention of the au
vote will not be
before Monday on which he wedding party made the thorities to kill the patients and also
X week, there was a deep roar
X and a rumble followed by a
trip from New York, was a veritable those under observation, gathered to
night.
the number of several thousand to libX quiver that lasted five to six
floating floral bower.
Men
Are
Young
Eager.
'
erate their relatives and friends. The
Groom Sued for Damages.
X seconds.
J. W. Kline, international president
Two; minutes later,
When the Noma arrived, a deputy hospital was stormed and the building
of the Blacksmiths' Union, said:
X came another shojbk acompa- WYOMING RAILWAY COMPANY
"Jaeq,
a threatened with incendiary destrucELECTS ITS OFFICERS X nied by a loud noise. On Sep- younger men are eager to call astrike sheriff served Colonel Astor with
X tember 4, that is Monday of
at once, but calm consideration is be-- summons, issued by a Providence law tion should the mob be interfered
with in releasing the cholera stricken
counseled by the older men. For firm representing Mrs. Bridget
Laramie, Hahn's Peak and .Pacific X this week, there was a short
and her children, in which inmates. The police attempted to awe
X but sharp shaking accompanied
a young man living at home, and reRailroad to Be Extended to .
for the the crowds but were Inadequate and
X by an ominous noise. Bottles
Hebron Coal Fields.'
ceiving $7 a week, strike benefit, a damages of $30,000 are asked
in order to avoid bloodshed the doors
X on shelves rattled while several
strike has no particular terrors, but it accidental electrocution of Mrs.
"oTirerst'son,
Eugene, while of the hospital were thrown open.
CBy Special leased Wire to New Mexican) X persons who were in the open
is a different question for a man with
Troops Dispatched.
Laramie, Wyo., Sept. 9. The annual X became dizzy. The movement
working at "Beeehwood" in July, 1910.
a family to support.
,
The crowds brought out the cholera
Vincent Astor Joined the party on
meeting of the stockholders of the X of the earth was from south
"The various unions involved have
and after breakfast, patients and carried them in ghastly
Laramie, Hahn's Peak and Pacific X to north. The shock seems to
voted to strike unless their recogni- board the yacht
The
Mr.
Colonel
Force, the Misses procession through, the town.
Astor,
railway company, was held here to X have been quite local, for no
tion of the federation is accorded by
came ashore people acclaimed the cholera victims
and
Vincent
Astor,
Force
day, when Fred A. Miller, Otto Gramm X other points have thus far re- the railroad officials, but on the face
motor boat, Colonel As- and shouted imprecations against the
and E. J. Bell of Laramie, L. W. X ported an earthquake. The
of the refusal of this recognition, the In the Noma's
The cholera suspects
Wallace
of
tor handling the steering wheel. The government.
Mass.,
Woburn,
X lava beds west of the Rio
Thompson,
board
has hopes for a peace
advisory
went in an automo under observation were also set free.
Hackett of Portsmouth, N. H., Charles X Grande came fronu, the Jemez
Immediately
party
ful adjustment of the dispute."
bile to the city hall, where the mar- The Italian government has .dispatchE. Davis of Meredith, N. H., and Ar X mountains In comparatively re-25,000 Men Anxious to Strike.
ed troops there.
license was Issued.
- cent
thur S. Howe of Boston, were
times.
The probable
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 9. Men riage
Astor Was Nervous.
directors. Miller Is the president X cause of the quake was the
'
high in the councils of the shop emand Howe the secretary of the comDuring the city hall proceedings, HEAVY SELLING SENDS
strata X ployes on the Harriman
shifting of
system are which were witnessed by a host of
DOWN STOCKS TODAY.
X
pany. Track laying was completed to- X of rocks.
striving today to prevent the 25,000 in- newspaper correspondents. Colonel
miles
day to North Gate, seventy-fiv- e
dividual
whom
they represent from Astor appeared nervous, but Miss Prices Went Tumbling and Many Se
west of Laramie, and eleven and a
'
going on strike. Other men also high Force seemingly was unconcerned.
i
curities Made New Low Records
half miles east of Walden, Colo., and
in the same councils, are urging dras'
for the Year.
that place will be reached by the 1st
Congregational Minister.
tic measures following the railroad ofThe wedding party then motored to
of October. The company has several
ficials'
to
refusal
recognize the Fed "Beeehwood," where Rev. Joseph Lam- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mex!caa
thousand acres of coal lands at HeNew York, N. Y Sept. 9. A renew
eration of Shopmen.
bert of the Elmwood Temple (Congrebron, Colorado, and the road will be
The momentous question is being
performed al of, heavy selling at the opening of
extended to that point this year.
gational) of Providencfl(,
the market today sent prices tumbling
fought out at a meeting here of the the ceremony.
Many stocks made new
advisory board of the federation.
Miss Katherlne Force was her sis- downward.
ONE LEGGED MAN
No definite action probably will be ter's bridesmaid, and Colonel Astor's low records for the year. After" a
WALKED THOUSAND MILES.
brief rally, fresh selling brought the
Sinister Aspects of Anti- - taken today.
son, Vincent, was the best man,
market down to still lower levels. U.
2
Then Suceumbad to Privations and
Astor on
a ' Ctaal ,ta.1lnad tn
Tlia j1aq.
ign Agitauon and BAILEY CONFERS WITH
As
Leaves His Wife and cnnaren
R.
L,
Newport,
Sept
;
" - :
'.
'wa6
"Unsettled.
;r
POLITICIANS
Vto
the
statement
AND
this
tor
EDITORS.
gave'
Flood
Great
today
Damage .
-- ll J
U
.1
Tl
1- t
J
una
are
we
euiu
iwu
ueiow
"Now
Associated Press:
that
xicauiug
puiuis
His Successor Was Probably Deter, happily married, I do not care how yesterday's close and the active stocks
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
1
to
before the
Lancaster., Ky Sept, 9. only tne NATIVES OPPOSE RAILROADS
mined Upon at Meeting Held at
difficult divorce and
laws; selling generally
wife and three sons of Reuben Lane,
atusual
movement
with
Saturday
covering
made.
are
I
heartily
sympathize
Gainesville, Texas..
all of whom had reached here on their
the most straight-lacepeople in most tained sufficient volume to bring about
to
a rally. The recovery was interruptway, on foot, from 'Pueblo, Colo.,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) of their ideas but believe
their former home, at Charleston, W. Mass Meeting at Pekin Demands
Gainesville, Texas, Sept. 9 Reports should be made possible, as marriages ed by a fresh break in Canadian PaVa., will complete their Journey. Par
Resignation of Minister
today are conflicting regarding yester- is the happiest condition of the Indi- cific, sending; it down tox218, which
was six points below last night at
alysis, brought on by privation, caused
day's conference between U. S. Sen- vidual and the community."
:;v
Sheng. ,.
the death here of the head of the
ator J. W. Bailey and half a dozen
The party sailed, away on the 29 under the highest of the year. Lapilgrim family. He had only one leg
prominent Texas Democrats, among Noma, whose destination was kept se ter on, the list stiffened again, but
and used a crutch constantly and the (By Special Leased 9.WireAdvices Mexican)
them Colonel R. M. Johnson of Hous- cret.
prices continued to sag in spots.
received
Peking, Sept.
strain, with his 53 years, wore him here
Billion Dollars Lost In Values.
National
ton,
Democratic
committeeSze
of
from
Chong Tu, capital
out. One of the sons was taken ill
New
York, Sept. 9. A Wall street
man
of
Clarence
Texas;
Ousely of the CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS MATCHES
here and the family was penniless Chuen province, are still meagre.'
statistician intimated today, that the
Worth Record, and John L.
Fort
YORK
TODAY.
NEW
are
AT
the
city.
leaving
Foreigners
when discovered under the shed of a '
market value of securities traded in
American warships have been . or- Wortham, state railroad commissioner.
warehouse. The five previously had
on the New York stock exchange was
The
conferees
In
It
said
Yale
for
dered
Tse
was
but
the
the
Defeats.
harvard
up
river,
Yang
Player
gathering
walked over the same route, all the
one billion dollars less than late in
to
to
not expected they will be able
ternational Singles Englishdirectly
pay their respects to the
way from Charleston to the Colorado is
July, when prices reached the high
but
It
American.
men
a
is
Beaten
succeshinted
further
than
a
senator,
treaty
that
By
proceed
city. The county bought tickets home
point. Quotations today fell to the
165 miles northwest of sor to Mr. Bailey was discussed.
in
Hupeh,
port
for the survivors.
lowest level of the year. Canadian
TTew
Wtr
Mexican)
to
Leased
Special
Hankow.
Will
(Bv
in
Remain
Texas.
Bailey
the heaviest loser of the day,
Pacific,
9.
E.
H.
Pa.,
Sept.
Philadelphia,
9.
Riots.
Gainesville, Sept
It was stated
TRANSVAAL HAS IMMENSE '
six points.
declined
It is now 29
won
the
of
today
Harvard,
Whitney,
here on good authority that Mr. Bail
Washington, D. C, Sept 9.
PRODUCTION OF GOLD.
lawn tennis champion- points below the high price of the
placards are being posted In ey will not change his residence- - to
New York City after the exDlration ship in single by defeating in the final year.
Almost Fifteen Million Dollars Worth Chong Tu, according to rumors reachStudents of the market admit they
of his senate term but will practice round, A. H. Mann, Jr., of Yale, at
subing the state department.' British
Was Output of 8outh African
are
unable to ascertain the direct
to
scores
6
were
1,
Havarford.
The
law
one
of the larger Texas citiesin
Mines Last Month.
. jects, accompanied by other foreigncause
of the heavy liquidation.
2.
to
6
to
6
2,
ers, have alreadyleft Cheng Tu for
Dixon.
Defeated
Larned
SAN
FRANCISCO
French
PROMOTER
(By Special ieas'. vlre ta New Mexican ; Chung King, where British,
New York, Sept. 9. Larned de GOVERNOR CAREY GOE8 TO
HAS BEEN ARRE8TED.
London, Sept., he
output of the and German gunboats are now lying.
MEET AT SPRING LAKE.
feated Dixon In the third set
Transvaal gold mines during August American Charge d'af fairs Williams
Maurice E. McLaughlin, the Cali-Dr. John Grant Lyman Accused of Atbroke all records. The total number at Peking, today cabled:
fcrnian, beat S. H. Lowe, the English- He Will Be One of the Prominent
."The Chinese press of China genOi ounces of gold mined was 713,407,
tempting to- Defraud People
Speakers and His Theme is
man, in the first set by
Out of $50,000.
the value of the metal, being approxi- erally sides with the Sze Chuen party.
"The Spirit of the West" ' American Defeats Engllsman.
'the Chimately, 114,757,853. The first flying The trouble foand an echo-iLeased Wire to New Mexican)
Special
(By
A.
New
9.
Wlliam
Larn
York, Sept;
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
postal service was inaugurated this nese capital,' through a public meet- (By
Cheyenne, Wyo., Sept 9. Govern
won the first set In the
ed,
American,
San
Dr.
9.
Francisco,
Calif.,
Sept.
or
afternon under the auspices of the ing of Sze Chuen residents On Thursleft today for Spring Lake,
elimination tennis tour- N. Carey
British postoff ice. The points of de- day when the removal of Minister of John Grant Lyman, a promoter, whose International
J., to be present at the meeting
Tennament
Side
Lawn
at
the
West
of governors.
He Is qn the program
parture end arrival were respectively Communications Sheng, who is held operations have been carried on In nis Club this afternoon,
defeating C. as one of the
the Hendon Aerodrome and Windsor responsible tor, the government's rail- large cities throughout the country, P. .Dixon of
prominent
speakers and
won
Dixon
was arrested here last night by postEngland
his theme will be the "Spirit of the
Castle, less than a score of miles. Four way policy, was demanded.
second
the
office
on
of
inspectors
per
complaint
"Advices which reached the state
West"
airmen, piloting two monoplanes and
two biplanes, were engaged In the department from other sources fore- sons in Los Angeles who accused him
WOMEN
TWENTY
DELEGATES
work. The first aviator made the trip shadow a great extension of the native of attempting to defraud them of $50.- TO DRY FARMING CONGRESS CALIFORNIA CELEBRATES
000.
,
In 18 minutes.
agitation, owing to the distress result, ADMISSION TO UNION.
Posed
at
Society Man.
ing from the floods in the Lower Yang
of
Governor
Believes
Wyoming
Carey
Lyman has always posed as a socitse Kiang. These reports state tnat
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
STEAMERS COLLIDE IN
That They Should Have a Say
man and was known in the social
Santa Rosa, Calif., Sept 9. The
HARBOR OF HAMBURG. the great distress Is almost certain ety
in
Convention.
Great
sixty-firs- t
anniversary of the admis-t'j cause extensive riots .later and life of Los Angeles and Pasadena. It
fttlfl nf Pflllfnrnta ti tha linlAn woa
is asserted that Lyman does not own
Kalserln Augusta Victoria Has Sev- these, probably will assume an
Leased Wire to New Mexican)
celebrated here today. Several thou-- ,
land in Panama which he sold for J5 (By Special
eral Plates 8tove In By Hudiks-va- ll
Cheyenne, Wyo., Sept. 9. Governor
an
acre.
sand visitors attended.
toReports to the navy department
at Cuxhaven.
Carey has appointed twenty women
of this state to be delegates to the
day indicate that Admiral Hubbard is
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) rapidly disposing the American war MAN 8TRICKEN DUMB
Dry Farming Congress to be held in
SWIMMING POOL FOR
X
BY HALLUCINATIONS Colorado Springs, Colo., from Octo
Cuxhaven, Germany, Sept. 9. The ships Under his command for the proline . steamer tection of American interests so tar as
BOY SCOUTS. X
Hamburg American
ber 16 to 20, inclusive. Mrs. J. Ross X
O. Appias. Loses Voles When Haunted Carpenter of this city being the chair X
There was rejoicing at the X
Auguste Victoria, which sailed from possible.
New York on August 31 for Hamburg,
man of the delegation.; At the Colo- X meeting of the Boy Scouts this X
By Terrifying 8pctres in His
was in collision today with the Ger- DIRIGIBLE COMPLETES
rado Springs meeting a "Congress ol X forenoon, when Rev. B. Z. Mc- - X
8leep.
man steamer Hudiksvall in the road;
X CuTlough, iui the absence of X
Farm Women" will be organized.
SUCCESSFUL VOYAGE.
stead here.. . Several plates on the
X Scoutmaster Dr. J. A. Rolls, an- - X
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Kaiserin Auguste Victoria were smash- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Napa, Calif., Sept. 9. G. Appias was FIERCE BREAD RIOTS
ed. The stem of the Hudiksvall was
AT BREST, FRANCE X. manager ot teh Santa Fe Water X
Berlin, Sept 9. The Zeppelin dirig stricken dumb by a hallucination last
stove In and she returned to Ham- ible balloon Schwaben, with six pass- night. He informed his family, In
X and Light Company, had of- - X
.
' ,
burg.
engers on board, arrived over Berlin writing, today that he had seen a Forty Persons Injured By Troops X fered not only to furnish the X
at 11:45 o'clock this morning; there terrifying spectre in a dream, stand
X water free but also to give $100 X
During High Cost of Living
v
FORT LEAVENWORTH INVADED
X toward a swimming pool for X
by completing Its 350 mile .journey ing by his bed. When he awoke he
Manifestation.
BY PLAGUE OF RATS. from Baden-BadeX the Boy Scouts. Arrangements X
The big airship was mute.
(Bt Special Leased Wire to New fexloan) encircled the city and tnen proceed
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) X will be made to raise the re-- X
d
9.
Leavenworth, Kans., Sept,
Brest France, Sept 9. A fierce X mainder of the amount neces-- X
ed to Potsdani where it made a suc LETTER CARRIERS WILL NOT
by hordes of rats which dally cessful landing.
X . sary for the construction of a : X
BUILD PROPOSED HOME. battle occurred here today when
7
grew more bold, invading the very
large mob of cheaper food manlfes- - X swimming pool in a convenient X
bunks of the soldiers, Fort Leaven MISS CLARA BARTON 18
(By Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican) tanta engaged the troops, At least X locality. It Is a cause in which ' X-Worth practically has reached its wits'
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 9. The Na forty persons were injured. The
not only every businessman X
REPORTED TO BB DYING.
end. Since' all dogs and catswere (By Special Leased Wire m !
Mexloui) tional Letter Carriers Association to- troops repeatedly charged the crowd. X but every parent should help. X
banished from the reservation a year
? Tho xtnv .Brniita hum taken on ''St
i ; Military Reinforcements.
Oxford, Mass., Sept. - aflsa Clara day decided to allow the grant of
ago by (General Frederick ranston, Barton, founder of the American Red land at Colorado Springs, acquired Paris, Sept. 9. The government is X new life and for the present X
following an outbreak of aUtged ra Cross, i believed to be near death from the government as a site for a sending additional troops to the north X take the place of a Y. M. C. A. X.
'
bies the rat population has steadily- - at her summer home here. She is 90 home for incapacitated carriers, to era departments of France to deal X in the capital.
,'
- ,
r
increased.
revert to the state of Colorado.
years old.
with the cheap food demonstrations XXXXXXXXXKXXX

(By Special Leased Wire.to New Mexican)
Madison. Wis., Sept. 9. The nudei
Lamberger,
body of
who was kidnapped after going to bed
at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Lamberger, last Tuesday
night, was found today in Lake Monon,
a mile from her home.
There was no evidence of violence
beyond a slight laceration of one ear,
and a discoloration on the 'neck, the
latter mark indicating that the child
may have been strangled.
The body was found by George
Younger, a cement worker.
The only motive seems to be re
venge on her parents by some unknown enemy. '

X X X X X
The U. S.

X X

X X X X X X
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The Little Store
DENVER BREAD

um

Try Rocky Ford Water Melons

If. ISW.

They are so Delicious.

Southern
GIVE

WE

CO.

GROCERY

WINTER

PURCHASES.

CASH

ALL

WITH

TICKETS

REGISTER

Telephone No, 40.

Santa Fe.

Corner Plaza.

BUY ONE OF OUR SAWS AND IT WILL BE THE BEST SAW
"YOU EVER SAW."
ALL OF OUR HARDWARE WILL
THE
STAND
HARDEST
WEAR. LONG YEARS IN THE BUSINESS HAVE TAUGHT
US
THE KINDS THAT BEST STAND THE TEST.
WE ARE HERE TO STAY A LONG TIME, AND WE KNOW WE
CAN DO BEST BY SELLING THE BEST.

GOOD EATING!
Imported Oilihevery bestand Sardines,

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto

If Its Hardware We Have

Phone 14.

It

Phone 14

Don't forget our bread

These lines are like home to us.

Six Bijc Loaves for 25c.

SEPTEMBER
Is a Good Month to Start a New Lawn!
Sow Fancy Kentucky Blue Grass
Phone Black

PIAN05

Chickerlng Bros.
Bush and Lane.

Co.

Learnard-Lindeman- n

Schiller.
Victor
Jesse-French-

.,

Milton and the World Famous Cecil Ian
interior Playe? Pianos, and many

other makes.
This firm haa purchased over six
car loads of pianos during the past
LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers

San Francisco Street.

Why Import Mineral Water?
'

f

Albuquerque,

::

Established

WHEN

:

Delivered to your house.

oal

?'& 4

A

1900

Building Materials

grandchildren, forty-seveand two great-THE STATE
Mrs. Ellen Jenkins celebrated her one hundred and
second birthday at her residence In
New Town in Torrance County.
Waukegan, ill. The festivities were
L. B. Agnew of Pleasant Hope Val superintended by her sister, Miss Ame
ley Is laying out a new townsite In the lia Tyrellj ninety-thre- e
years old.
Estancia Valley, fourteen miles south Mrs. Jenkins was horn in Queens- west of Willard, where the Rock Isl- town, Ireland.
i.
and extension is to cross the Belen

mm

Dawson Coal.

FRUIT BOXES
Flagstaff STANDARD Peach, Pear and Apple Boxes,
det your order in. The price is right.

333 HICKOX STREET,

Near Union Depo

PHONE, RED 100.

cut-o-

J

e

n

"'

Two Deaths

ft

at

La

FOR STANDARD APPLE, PEACH
AND PEAR BOXES
SEND YOUR ORDERS TO

,

,

FRANK F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE, N. Nl.
436 Canon Road.

f

Phone

19

Black.

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor to B. P. Williams
have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate It as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
Phone

m

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
Red

Santa Fe. N.

M

Vegas.

James F. Faughn, a tubercular paTrust Company Officers.
tient at the Santa Fe hospital at Lab
The newly elected directors for the Vegas, died yesterday. He was a' sinUnion Trust Company at Roswell gle man and 32 years of age. He had
elected W. G. Urton, president; Dr. been a resident Of Las Vegas for the
R. L. Bradley, first vice president; past two months, living in El Paso
J. S. Cooper, second vice president; before.' The dead man's family lives
K. H. Hendrick, cashier; John T. Mc- - in Glen Eastoni W. Va. Mrs' Manuellta
Uiure, secretary; T. H. Boswell, Jr.,!T. de Jaramillo, aged 25, died Wed
assistant cashier. The company has nesday at her home at Las Vegas. Mrs,
a paid capital of $100,000.
Jaramillo is survived by her husband,
Aurelio Jaramillo, and three children
Admitted Her Illicit Love.
the youngest of which is six days of
V .r
.
Mrs. Sophie Blood Johnson, wife of age.
j
Dr. Harry McCrlndell Johnson, of St. Homely Men Make Ideal Husbands.
Louis, was sued for divorce. Johnson! The Hon. Mrs. Henry Bereslord
alleges Mrs. Johnson admitted her (Kitty Gordon) arrived in New York
love for Eugene Benolst, member of on the Lusitania and announced that
c prominent St Louis family, several she 18 80011 to become a countess,
years her Junior. Benolst is 21 years 'Her choice, she says, is Count Maurice
old. Mrs. Johnson has two sonB, one Fries of Moravia, member of, an an-- 8
icient and honorable Austrian family
years old, and the other 4.
and though not a handsome man, a
Two Drunks at Las Vegas, v
person she knows will make an ideal
Cfion Gutierrez was) (arrested
at husband. "I have decided that a
Vegas for drunkennes by Chief of h man makes the best husband," the
Police. (Ben Coles. As he is said, to vivacious English woman said, "and
be a frequent guest of the city, Judge 1 feel certain that my venture this
Murray gave him twenty days in Jail, time will bs one that I will never re- Night Officer Ed Ward arrested Lean- - gret. I have had one experience with
dro Nieto on the same charge, and an Englishman, and' a handsome Kng
as it was his first offense he was re- - lishman, too. This is enough. I will
'
leased on the payment of the costs now tr: the ideal.!'
with a suspended fine of $5.
Another Unhappy Authoress.
Catherine Cecil Thurston, famous
: No Race 8uiclde There.
In the presence of seven children, author who was found dead in a hotel
'

FRUIT BOXES

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Steam Coal.

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

fifty-thre-

I

at

WATER CO.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

at Cork, Ireland, had been living quiet-- j
ly since her' divorce from the author,
Ernest Temple Thurston, whom she
married in 1901. In 1907 Thurston
left his wife, declaring that for the
purposes of his literary work it was
necessary for him to go to the very
bottom of society. He took up his
residence in the Soho quarter with an
other woman. When she got her divorce, Mrs. Thurston told the court
that she had offered to forgive her
husband if be would return to her.
He refused, it was stated, on the
ground that he was not worthy. He
also complained that his wife was
making more money than he. Mrs.
Thurston was a member of the Catho
lic church.

.

ledo, O.
' Sold by all Druggists, 75c
Take Hall's family Fills for constipa-

tion.

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAD

Improved and unimproved City Properly, Orchards
and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesaque at a Bargain.

rUlt JAIXp
C

41

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE

$100 REWARD, $100.

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all Its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hail's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be
ing a constitutional disease, requires
a constitutional treatment Hall's Ca- tanh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and as
sisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
curative powers that thjy offer One
Hundred Dollars tor any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of testi
'
- '.;;
monials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To-

CAPITAL COAL YARD,

85

Telephone

COAL YARD

:

Patronize home Industry. Leave orders

Screened

J. CRICHTON
&

:

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

MONTEZUMA AVENtJE
Near A. T.4 8, F. Depot- -

LUMBER

THE

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

i

SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

R.

YOU CAN GET

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

CO.
N. M.

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

?f

ff",.,

Framinf.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

45

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and Arizona.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective plane
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Llr- v
deman Co. will meet every customer
more than half way In making
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat
isfactory business transaction, not on
V
of doubt and uncertainty.

N

::

n;

Cards.

d

PIAN05

V

HATS

aud Full Assortment of Unique Sao Juan Potter;
Artistic
Latest in Hand Color-i-

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

OUTING

New

(By J. P. Henry In Rito de los Frijoles Gazette.)
Deep in this strange abyss of shimmering grey
The pines stand with their shadow and their gleam.
And stir their fringed limbs, and vaguely dream
Through the long sequence of the silent day.
A bird in the bright willows chants his lay.
And there beneath him sings the little stream.
Now flashing yellow In the sun's broad beam,
And rippling now amid the flowers away.
On yonder bank, where one' can faintly hear
The hollow rushing sounds, the chirping tones
Of the smooth waters sliding o'er the stones,
The ruins of a folk-flevillage He
A place of crumbling tufa old and queer,
And curious caved cliffs uptow'ring to the sky.

RETAIL

&

SUMMER

MEXICAN

THE R1TO.

WHOLESALE

THAT

FOR

LOUIS NAPOLEON

Phone, III Black.

'

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Surries, Saddle Horses

cnoL 'Phone

T.

ijwmiS'i

CHAS. CLOSSON

Drivers Fwiished.

Don

0par Ave.

'

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
;

at peptMar prtmt
:
axel- uxe

Per Mr

ccxiicrs

ugglee and

saUle nines.

imizzi ccatici, fa

fitrfrnv'r'r'r'r'r'r'r'mr'rrtrrrnifiintmmmmM
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GOOD NEWS.

I
DDiiiPcee

Many Santa Fa Readers Have Heard
It and Profited Thereby.
"Good news travels fast," and the
thousands of bad hack sufferers in
Santa Fe are glad to learn that
prompt relief Is within their reach.
Many a lame, weak and aching bach
is bad no more, thanks to Doan's
Our citizens are tellKidney Pills.
ing the good news of their experience
with the Old Quaker Remedy. Here
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Mill IULUJ

MADV
II

lllll

KAISER

STILL JJNBURIED

MINES AND MINING 1 SOFT DRINKS

MID TEMPERANG E

Waldemar Will Not Permit Urges Students, in Public
Removal of Remains to
Speech, to Exchange Beer
Tomb at Roskilde
Swilling for Sport
,

tit use
Colfax County.
.years in the '70s it produced $1,500,000
N. M., Sept 9. The Old (in gold, numerous companies and
mining district is once more dividuals have attempted to
the front. The Raton Mining &jlish profitable operations, but up to
Milling company, owning the French the time of the present management
Henry, Mountain Witch, Yellow Dog a failure seemed to follow each effort
Nos. 1 and 2, Black Joe and Smug-- 1 At this time the ore reserve in sight
mill
gler and other claims on t rench j will keep their
mountain, near the famous tinuously in operation for several
Aztec mine, have recently disclosed years to come. Two cars of forty to
'
three feet or more of free milling ore fifty tons each shipped recently to
to
$.100
from
$106
gold per Pueblo and Denver give returns of $53
assaying
ton. Experts who have examined nnd $G0 gold net per ton. The mill-th- e
new find claim that after many ing ore in reserve assays from $10
years of partially successful mining to $26 gold per ton and cleans up 90
an era of most profitable mining is t per cent of its assay value. Late de-hand. Two cars of this highgrade velopments on the Paragon mine, on
ore will be shipped immediately to the south slope of Baldy mountain, an
Pueblo. While this is in progress the extension of the Black Horse mine,
fifteen-stammill owned by the com-- has the appearance of a substantial
pany will be placed in commission for strike, fourteen inche of free milling,
a winter's campaign on the
$30 gold ore being lately disclosed,
ore in sight, of which there are hun-- ! and at this time shows an improve-dred- s
of tons that will mill run net ment in value and quantity, having
$12 to $15 per ton in gold. The Aztec been opened ap for 100 feet with 1,200
mine, under the management of J. T. ' feet of virgin ground ahead. The
who has been in the employ of lions of dollars in placer gold sent to
the Maxwell Land Grant company for ' the mints in the past, taken from the
the past six years, has the distinction gulches and streams around Old Baldy,
of placing the Aztec mine on a paying must have come from the surrounding
basis.
Since the palmy days of this hills with Baldy as the great center of
property, when In the course of a few distribution. Denver Post.
Raton,

!

G3
tSTEEO,

ALE,

Telepaoaeatod

to the tUMf

tstmetkf tmi

r&D CEEttY, LES3I

tOQ

ISsad haw

delivered.

SCSA, 12091

FIZZ, C0C8 CCU,

mi

fcwillnf

HEW

x x x

Oexmine Astec Spring Mineral Water.

AUaMfcfm

UXX,
SUTlKBOTILISfiWOllS
is an example worth reading:
h
Proprietor.
Cktf4wter
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin St.,
SOBRIETY
DAN1SH AMERICANS PRAISES AMERICAN
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The splen- GIFT OF
did results I obtained from the use
of Doan's Kidney Pills several years
West In- -' Sleeping Sickness Is Killing Off
ago has been permanent and for that Denmark May Swap
Natives in German
dies Possessions for One of
reason, my confidence In them has
'
I suffered from a dull.
increased.
East Africa
Philippines.
heavy ache in the small of my backr
and
.
headaches
and was subject to
Special Leased Wire t New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
dizzy spells. I always felt tired, had (Br
Berlin, Sept. 9. Emperor William
Copenhagen, Sept. 9. The all abno ambition and was in poor health
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
sorbing topic here is the coming ses- now seldom misses an opportunity of
when I procured Doan's Kidney Pills. sion
of parliament, which is expected warning German students to moderate
cure
to
them
did
not
take
long
It
to make radical changes in the pre- their
habits, and to adopt
me, and from that day to this, I have vailing system of taxation and suf- rather drinking
model of student
American
the
DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
statewillingly confirmed ihe public
Some of the proposed tax life. Several days ago, upon the occament I gave in January, 1907, tell- frage
a flag to the Gym
legislation will be supplementary to sion of
THE OLDEST AND MOST. POPULAR INSTITUTION IN
ing of my experience with Doan's the acts passed at the last session nasium presenting
was pre
at
he
where
Cassel
THE SOUTHWEST
Kidney Pills."
when taxes 0n theatres and other pared for the university, in order to
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 amusement tickets, revenue dues and commemorate
his connection with that
Co., Buffalo, additional railroad rates were added
cental Fostes-MilburCOURSES - COMMERCIAL, LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC
he made a brief address to the
school,
United
the
for
New York, sole agents
to the budget.
of the senior class, advising
students
States.
Academic and Preparatory Courses form Separate Departments
The new taxation act will include a them, when in the university, to use
Remember the name Doan's and
Send for Prospectus
on spirits, an increase less alcohol. The traditional drinking
impost
higher
Boarding and Day Students.
take no other.
of the Income and property tax and customs, he said, were no longer
probably a real estate value raising adapted to a time in which Germany
Studies Resumed
TIMETABLE ALL
BROTHER EOWARD, PRES
tax.
must struggle for its position in the
September 5th.
Then
he praised the
LOCAL TRAINS The necessity of these measures to world's markets.
Increase the income of the state is abstemious life of American students,
due chiefly to the operation of the and he had often been impressed, he
The following are the time tablet new
social laws providing for old age said, with their ability. German sturailroads:
ef the local
and workingmen's compensa- dents, His Majesty repeated in a line
support
"A. T. & 8. F. Ry."
The budget for this purpose with what he has often said to other
tion.
New Mexico
Leave
has already grown far beyond the student assemblies, must give more at- 8.10 a. m. connect with No I westThe
burden
has
estimate.
to
of
tention
all sorts, including
original
sports
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
been increased further by the higher fencing and rowing, instead of trying
Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10 pay given civil and military officers. to create new records for the amount
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Chaves County Republicans.
Democratic nomination for state sena-Th- e
P. m
On the other hand, the usual revenues of beer that they can swallow.
The West Point of the Southwest"
4 p. mp connect with No. l, west- have been decreased by the reduction
Republican central committee tor in Chaves county is the first
Sleeping Sickness.
"
Chaves county met this afternoon lative candidate to define his position
Banked by United States War De
bound.
,
in custom duties.
Eaiil Zimmerman, a German writer at Roswell.
Institu
in
a
as "Distinguished
on
Santa
He
6:80
at
Prohibition.
declares
arrive
Fe,
partment
Returning
It is expected that the new taxation who has recently been traveling In
""
published statement: "Believing that tion." Army officers detailed hy war
p. m. laws passed by the last session of German East Africa, announces an
tne Influence of saloons is wholly bad. Department.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and parliament and the ones proposed for
General.
the It seems Attorney
fact bearing upon
important
I &ra in avor of enacting at least
W.
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound i; the coming
Through Academic course, prepar
will
If
as
Frank
Clancy
sitting will give the state
of the sleeping sickness in that have no
coun-era- l
ing young men for college or business
opposition for attorney gen- - a local option law, whereby any
Returning arrv at San Fe 11:19 an additional income of 20 million spread Hitherto
it had been supposed
colony.
or incorporated division thereof life. Great amount of open air work.
in the Republican state conven- P. no.
Danish Kroner.
that the tsetse fly, the cause of the tion,
....
may prohibit the licensing of dram- - Healthiest location of any Military
D. & ft. Q. Hy."
The position of the present governbred almost exclusively in
shops and other dispensaries of intox- - School in the Union. Located in the
Leaves 10:16 a. m. for north.
ment, already shaky on account of its disease, or
wooded strips of
grassy
lightly
icating liquors, and prohibit the in- - beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
Commissioner.
For
m.
from
north.
un3:05
Arrive
County
p.
taxation policy, may be made very
on
or
land
lakes
trastate importation of said, liquors of the West at an elevation of 3700
rivers,
bordering
of
Samuel
G.
New Mexioo Central Ry.
Cartwright, president
comfortable, especially by the taxafeet above sea level, sunBhlne every
Leave 5:45 p. m., conierts with No. tion of spirits which up to the present keeping about the paths where ani the Chamber of Commerce, is being Into such prohibitory districts."
No Agreement in Bernalillo,
mals come to drink. Hence the chief urged to announce himself as a candi-- .
2 east and 1 south and west
day, but little rain or snow during the
it has feared to touch.
method of combating the pest has date for county commissioner.
While Chairman E. A. Mann and season.
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
Among the suffrage proposals will
his county central committee of Ber- Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
from No. 3 east
be an act making the franchise for hitherto been to cut down the trees
nallllo county, agreed to submit in all graduates from standard eastern
A New Candidate.
the lower house of parliament uni- along the lakes and rivers and to preIn addition to a score or more Dem- - every respect to the findings of the colleges.
Ten buildings, throughly
Both men and women over vent the shoreland from becoming
,
versal.
Foley Kidney Pills.
of the territorial Re-.- .. furnished, heated, lighted and modern
reeds.
with
and
overgrown
high
ocratic
candidates already announced,
grass
of
be
will
Will reach your individual case if you twenty-fiv- e
perage
years
f.
in all respects.
have any form of kidney and bladder mitted to vote for members of the Zimmermann found, however, that the
trouble or urinary irregularities. Try lower house. It Is also planned to do fly finds one of its favorite haunts in
REGENTS E. A CAHOON, Pres.
He mentions
them. For sale by all druggists.
away, with the restricted suffrage of groves of the
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
the upper house whereby only highly the case of two huge palm groves ag
J.'P. WHITE, Treasurer.
taxed voters are allowed to vote for gregating 800,000 trees situated near
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
CAPITAL its members.
Usamburn at the northern end of Lake
and W. A. FINLEY.
Among otner acts to be proposed Tanganyika, In which the natives are
For particulars and Illustrated
Furnished for attractive enterprises will be a law to compel beneficiaries rapidly dying off. There was formerly
address:
In all substantial lines of business. of old age support to share ii. the ex- a dense population in the groves, but
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
Elec&
now
Water
there are only about 200 persons
Railroads, Tractions,
pense of the plan. An act contemSuperintendent
tric .Powers, Irrigations, Timber, ..MiIhe reform of the.;, present left, and the physicians say that fully
plating.
'" '
'of
are
half
and
ning Agricultural & industrial.
these
is
affected,
it
of
the
management
elementary pubBond, Debenture and Stock Issues lic schools will also be proposed by only a question of time, and not very
Sold.
or
Purchased
Underwritten,
the government.
long time, till the groves will be comProperties purchased for European
Danish West Indies.
pletely depopulated and revert to wilexploitation and investment.
The official announcement that the derness. All this Is of no little ecoFinancial Undertakings of all sorts Panama canal will be opened in 1915 nomic significance for the colony,
bandied.
has again given rise to the rumor that where the Germans have been vigor
Miscellaneous commissions ana on negotiations for the cession .of the ously exerting themselves to promote
ders of all characters accepted for ex- Danish West Indian Islands to the the cultivation of coffee. Sisal grass,
1
United States have been opened. Dr. cotton, rubber and palm trees.
ecution in any European country.
de
full
the'
A
Maurice
American minister,
81amese Gift
Correspondence enclosing
Egan,
tails at first writing Invited.
refuses to discuss the matter, but his
The generosity of the late King
of Siam has brought
THE INTERNATIONAL BANKERS ALLIANCE frequent interviews with business men Chulalongkorn
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SHOES FOR EVERYBODY

All we ask
is what
we desetve.
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We want the trade and confidence of the people who wear
shoes, which means everybody
around here. But we do not want
it unless we deserve it.

an honest line
goods appeals to
you,
appreciate polite and courteous
treatment, you want a perfect shoe fit
from those who know how to fit you,

:

'

'

in reliable goods from a
you
able house, then, and only then, do
solicit your patronage.
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can Institute of Archaeology, was the

Here are the eight counties having
less than half a million acres of pub
lie land. Let it be remembered that
not one of the twenty-sicounties of
New Mexico is without such lands
Taos
466,480
. .
.... , .398,320
Quay
Santa Fe ......
354,440
:
Mora
.258,050
Roosevelt
...
198,680

author:
"The growth of the School of Ameri- can Archaeology is one of the most
interesting developments of American
education in recent years. Formally
created by the Council of the Archaeo-of America, at its
logical Institute
meeting In Chicago in December, 1907,
It has, in little over three years, se- cured a magnificent home in the
Governor's Palace at Santa Fe, gather- ed about it an able staff of young
archaeologists, conducted excavations
in the Southwest and Central America, and held summer sessions which
have brought together earnest and en
thusiastic groups of
students of
archaeology and cognate subjects.
The spirit within the wheels'
which has made possible this notable
Dr,
achievement is the Director.
Hewett is, in his intellectual culture.
a product of the Southwest. Though
born in the Middle West of New Eng- land stock, his educational career is
roost intimately connected with Colo- rado and New Mexico. No one knows
the great Southwest better than he,
no one wields a wider or more whole- some influence In her intellectual de- velopment. To see him on his adopted
heath, conducting the School at Santa"
Fe, directing excavations at Puye or
Rito de los Frijoles lecturing in the
Ceremonial Cave or in the c iff dwell- ings or organizing the activities of
his staff and studente- -is to recognize
that he is a master in his chosen line.
and that manifest destiny has in store
yet greater achievements.
Tha School of American Archaeo--

x

Colfax

Bernalillo
Curry

. .

191,140
116,340
67,122
v

THE LOGICAL CANDIDATE.
San Miguel and Chaves counties
nave Dotn named their favorite sons
iur iue jttepuDiican canaiaacy ior me
Governorship and there may be other
COUnfieS whn also hv wnrthv
But
they mignt dellgnt to h(mor
circumstances and events are shaping
the destiny of the Republican party
so tnat u nQW appearg Crtain tnat
tne maJorlty of tne
legates will on
tne first banot at Lag y
on g
tember 29i gt Mlcnaer8 Day caBt
tnerr vote for. ,state chairman H. O.
Bursum.
Committeeman
National
Solomon Luna nag definitely declined
t0 congider for a moment a nom- ,nation Wflicn m, nt have
In a
Mg witnout tne agk,
ne wouq naye
tne
can(U- date but
w,ghes nfA tQ make
;

The board of county commissioners
of Bernalillo county has divided the
Albuquerque precincts for election purposes, foreseeing the difficulty
that
the little blue ballot has created by
making the casting of each man's vote
slow and complicated.
There are
many precincts, especially in Spanish-speakin-g
counties, that have a heavy
registration and which on election
day will find, when the polls close,
that many citizens have been deprived
of their right to vote by this unique
Democratic
"the little
contrivance,
blue ballot," and it behooves the county commissioners in every county to
look Into this and mak provisions so
that no matter how long an individual
voter may take to read, study and
mark the blue ballot, that it does not
prevent other citizens from voting.
Denmark is open to a proposition
for exchanging her West India islands for one of the Philippine islands.
If the New Mexican had the making
of the trade it would give the entire
Philippine archipelago for the three
little isles in the tarribean sea.
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UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Window Frames,
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

L

lasings, Base,

Wainscottinf,
Ceilinf,
Custom Work,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures ; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. AH work
'

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
We solicit

a

liberal share of your patronage.

Specifications, Etc.

,

Estimates cheerfully furnished.

--
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the detention tent hospital that the
Grant county authorities have erected
v
at Lordsburg.
Gun Toter Fined Floyd Abarr was
fined $50 and given sixty days in jail
at Santa Rosa for making a gun play
at the rock crusher near Vaughan,
Guadalupe county.
Novelties in cords, tassels, girdles
and band trimmings received at Miss
Mugler.
Wife Wa Indiscreet Because Barbara Howard was alleged to have been
indiscreet with Lorenzo Sanchez, Jr.,
her husband, William Howard, yester.
day obtained a divorce from her at
Albuquerque.
League Scores Victory.
Owing to protests of the
League at Albuquerque, a license was
refused Felipe Trujillo unanimously
of Bernalillo
by the commissioners
county.
mem
Band Goes. Up Canon The
bers of the First Regiment Band will
go up the canon tomorrow for all day
picnic but will return in time to give
the customary evening concert in
the plaza here.
Was Nasty When Drunk David
Candelaria was arrested on Central avenue last evening by Officer Jordan
for being drun'f . and disorderly and
using loud and profane language on
the streets. Albuquerque Journal.
Shows Coming The theaterical season opens in Santa Fe next month.
Manager Michael Stanton has booked
the following shows: "The Barrier,"
October 6; "Don't Lie to Your Wife,"
October 13 (Friday); "Polly of the
Circus," October 23.
Woman's Board of Trade An important meeting,Vlof the Woman's
Board of Trade is to be held on Monday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the
library. All members are urged to
attend as business of much Importance is coming Up.
Warning to Tennis Players President Jose D. Sena of the board of education, gives warning that the tennis
grounds adjoining the high school are
for the exclusive use of pupils of the
school. Others using them will be
prosecuted for trespass.
Kicked Her When Drunk Mrs. Ida
Walker of Gallup obtained a divorce
yesterday at Albuquerque from Edward S. Welker.' She alleged that
when he was drunk, and he was drunk
often, he would kick and abuse her.
Must Pay the Alimony The district
court at Albuquerque yesterday refused to relieve; Luis German from
paying his former wife $10 a month
for the support of their child, although
she has since the separation married
a man named Sandoval.
Teaching McFadden to Walts, is a

.'

pos-pare-

1

self-mad-

;
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William Vaughn, Prop.
One of the Best Hotels in th&West

scream. See it at the Elks' tonight.
Hearing Injunction Judge McFie
in the Santa Fe county district court
is hearing an injunction suit this afternoon brought by Wirts, Gomez &
Co., against the New Mexico Cattle

Anti-Saloo- n

'

Sanitary Board over the board's attempt to compel them to dip sheep in
certain places.
You All Know Hanan shoes are
worth $6.50 and $7.00, during this sale
your choice for $4.50. N. Salmon.
An Eye Opener, to see the display
of handsome and practical electric
reading lamps at the Santa Fe Water
and Light Company. Surely .anyone
interested ia caring for the children's
eyes will do well to look into this
method of getting the maximum light
at a minimum cost
Meeting of Progressives Called A
meeting will be held in Delgado hall
on Tuesday evening September 12 at
7:30 o'clock for the purpose of organ
izing a progressive Republican league.
All Republicans who are in favor of
improving political conditions in the
county and state and who with that
end in view are willing to join this
movement are invited to attend.
Committee.
,ir jt;J :
of the
The
attention
Land
Case
Big
'was
district court of Sania
taken up all yesterday afternoon and
part of this morning with the case of
Frisby and Irwin vs. Williams and
Hess involving land matters in Torrance county. Irwin came from Oklahoma some time ago and bought some
lend and he alleges Williams and Hess
did not live up to their agreement connected with the land deal.
. Fair Weather
Predicted Fair Is to
be the weather tonight and tomorrow
according to the U. S. Weather Bureau. There was a trace of rain yesterday and' showers fell in the foothills during the night but over the
city it was a perfect moonlight night,
with a minimum temperature of 59 de
grees. Yesterday the maximum tern'
perature was 77 degrees, and . the
relative humidity at 6 p. en. was 42
'
x
;
per cent.
: ,
More Exhibits It is almost impossible to keep up with the exhibits
that are pouring into the U. S. Bank
and Trust Company's windows. One
sees a 41 pound melon .grown "without irrigation" by Colonel ,J. D. Sena;
some fine melons from Dr. J. H.
Sloan's gardens; a 73 pound pumpkin
grown by the U. S. Indian Industrial
School pupils; some .dry farming pro
duce from the farm of Juan Padilla;
a 68 pound pumpkin from the peni
tentiary gardens; grapes from- For- mer Governor L. Bradford Prince's
Sunshine orchard; apples from Mrs.
Fincke's orchard; and many other

ROOMS IN BUITB WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cnisine and .
Table Service

i

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

City Property; Farms and Ranch Lands
The EASLEY REALTY CO., Laughlin Bid;., Santa Fe., N. M.

,

The Neal Treatment

Business Manager.

MABEL EASLEY,

Special Attention Given to Collection of Accounts and Rents
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MONTEZUMA HOTELS

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,.
Rooms en suite with private' bath an 1 phone.

.

,

WASHINGTON AVENUE

:

.DEALER IN..

i

-

Large Sample
Boom for Com
inoroal Travelers

Unexcelled

.

Anti-Saloo- n

',.,

:

TWK SAMPLE ROOM,

i

THOS. DORAN

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

things including some more splendid
corn frjm Dr. Thomas A. McCarthy's
gem of a 25 acre ranch 14 miles from
Santa Fe. And still 'they come, an
eloquent message , from Santa ; Fe
county's soil. -. vv
Blood Mystery at El Paso A deserted residence, its interior strewn with
broken, blood covered furniture, started the police and sheriff s force on
an- investigation at El Paso that kept
them busy. L. A. Gulll, one of the occupants of the house, Is missing, and
his wife declares that he disappeared
suddenly over the mountain to go back
o
to Kentucky. Two men, Victor
and Ed' Cameron, are' being held
temporarily by the police,
Robbed Hundred Persons. The old
swindle of the two pocketbooks, which
has been worked in these parts for
several years, was the cause of Jesus
Castenada being arrested in Ciudad
Juarez on a charge of swindling another Mexican out of $15. Castenada,
it is alleged, has been in ciudad Juarez for some, time working .this game,
ana the police say he has swindled
,V.
,i
nearly a hundred persons.
S;

:

.

-

Lu-cer-

.....

,
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Customs Collector Harry B.
Lane at El Paso
and has
been succeeded by W. W. Carpenter.
.Bought Big Wool Clip The 144,000.
wool clip of Paul Kroeger has been
bought for $18,000 by the Kemp Lum- ber Company of Lake Arthur, Chaves
county, the price being 12 2 cents
a pound.
Charged With Burglary JuanGan-dar- a
was arrested at El Paso for
stealing a suit of clothes and a belt
from a rooming house.
,
It Certainly Looked like a Chicago
"busy corner" around Salmon's Big
Store jtoday. Even with the increased
force of help the people could not .all
be taken care of. This sale was well
advertised and the bargains are all
legitimate ones and everybody that
comes will find something that he can
save a dollar on. The sale will bn on
all of next week and every buyer fa
the city should take advantage of this
opportunity to buy at less than east
em prices.
'
Deputy

I

'

V

'

SPAIN IS 8ENDING MORE ?
TROOPS TO MOROCCO.

Las Vegas Defeated Albuquerque (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
Sept 9. Five thousand
yesterday defeated the Las Vegas
Spanish troops nave received orders
base ball team by a score of 3 to 2.
from the ministry 6f war to reinforce
Lawton Votes Commission Lawton, the
Spanish
at Melilia, on
Oklahoma, by a vote of 724 to 264 has the Riff coastgarrison
of Morocco.
'
voted for the commission form of government.
If you want anything on earth-- a try
4
New Mexican Want Ad.
Deputy Collector
Resigns U. S.
--
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ALCOHOLISM

'

Coronado Restaurant

HAS. BECOME KNOWN ALL OVER
'
THE WORLD AS

--

1

nXr:

1

The Palace Hotel

If you are particular you should bring your bonnet at .
MRS. W. LINDHARDT'S
MILLINERY STORE ON PALACE AVENUE,
"
' i
Ouroods are of the latest importations nothing old.
OEvAU
we have Beautiful Materials and understand how to use them

a

d

IN 1870.

Jr. & SON

P. M. HESCH,
Phone Black
33166.
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ESTABLISHED

Transacts a general banking business In all Its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of per--"
sonai and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
in all markets for its pustomers. Buys and sells domestic and
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
six months' or vears time. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment In all respects as is consistent with
safety
and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

Santa Fe Planing Mill
Mouldings

ill

BANK

:
Capital Stock, nc. ; , :
$150,000
and
Undivided
Surplus
Profits,
80,000

-

Sash, Doors,

!

F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW

SANTA FE, N. M.

AGENTS,

J.&lEAD.Casbier."

A. HUGHES,

ttll.
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Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
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Short Orders run Day

The Only Cure;

& Night.

Furnished rooms in connection.
222 Sao Francisco Street

That will entirely neutralize and remove from the system all
trace of alcoholic poison and render the drinker absolutely
free from appt tite, craving: or desire for alcoholic beverages
'
.
kind whatsoever. It is administered

-

Hot

4

::

Cold

::

Regular Meats 29t
Balks.

.

Electric Ligbls

G. LUPE HERREIA,

of.-.--an-

.

,

,

WITHOUT

HYPODERMIC

INJECTIONS

,

;

i

v

f

Every patient Is benefitted mentally, morally and financially. Every' organ of the body is brought Into a more v
healthy condition. The man's health Is decidedly Improved.
THE NEAL TREATMENT has been offlcally adopted byT
the government of Australia and other state governments and
SIXTY-ON- E
INSTITUTES are now In operation or opening In
the United States and foreign countries.

Wells Fargo

k Co.Express

(fessrd Esprec3 Forwarders

,

.

Literature and Full Information Will Be Furnished Upon Application.
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Think About

President

PALEN,

TIE FIRST

:

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

i

TWO BIG CONVENTIONS.
Santa Fe should strain itself a little
to make the two big conventions that
are booked for the next two months, a
demonstration that the capital is the
ideal convention city of the Southwest,
The Democratic state convention- will
bring from 500 to 1,000 people to San- ta Fe, possibly for three days, and it
will take considerable effort to find accommodations and adequate entertainment for that host. Friendships for
the city now formed may come in- good
stead later on at critical junctures.
This ought not to be a matter of trying
to make as much as possible out of the
visitors as i,t is to show the visitors
the best possible time.
The New Mexico Educational Association which meets on November 16
in this city, is fully as important and
Santa Fe's homes
representative.
should be thrown open to the visitors
and the cordiality should not be merely pro forma but heartfelt Santa ie
has a reputation to maintain for hospitality and if delegates and visitors
can say in later years end after other
conventions: "Santa Fe after all,
treated us best, and I would rather go
there than to any other place in the
Southwest," a great victory will have
been won.
Santa Fe is on the upgrade. It has
many manifest advantages and it
should add to these advantages a public spirit that will make these two conventions not only occasions of pleasure for the visitors uut also for those
who live here. The iiiamber of Commerce as well as the Woman's Board
of Trade, should lose no time in appointing proper committees who will
get to work. The machinery for the
entertainment of one convention can
be adapted to the other. The experience gained by a bureau of information, committees' on entertainment,
on finances through the Democratic
state conventon, may be applied to
the Educational Association.
The
main factor is that Santa Fe makes
good her pretensions as the best convention city in the commonwealth.

Seal Fast Fruit Jars at Goebels.
i
Miss Mugler is headquarters for
mugt be respecteQ by nlg frlend8
and Wg followerg
millinery,
The Last time tonight, The Mexican
That doeg
mean
ft e
Cnalrman H
Burgum ,g the gecond Centennial at the Elks.
We All Know you are rich, but we
n
cnolce 0 tne
HJ wag ce
of the majority of the delegates from will make you richer by attending our
sale. N. Salmon.
of
Milk and Cream always on hand
He:ett'8
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black,
i Committeeman Luna.
But now that
the way is clear, the party, will nomt- - Fined for Speeding Auto Harry!
"going
,
rapidly,
tne man from Socorr0( the Gem Otis was fined $16.50 and costs at
How rapidly New Mexico Is being City," Bturdy, aggressive and progres-ettle- Roswell for speeding his auto.
BEST OF PEACHES, plums, pears
able and vigorous,
up, can best be gauged by sive, clean-cud and apples.
Lowest market price
He is a man of the people who
taking the public land statistics pre-by Secretary H. B. Hening of Jsesses personal magnetism. He has orchard. Joseph B. Hayward, Mgr."
the Bureau of Immigration and com-- worked from the ground up as did
Buy monument and iron fence
self edu-- from Bills Bros., 771 Broadway, Denparing them county with county.
Lincoln; he is a
Ten years ago, there was not a sin- - cated man who triumphed over handl-k- e ver. P. A. Sandoval, Santa Fe, local
village or town in what is nowjCat)g and difficulties that would have representative, v
the county of Curry. The entire area squelched ajiy ordinary man. He la
Remember we change one reel of
ot thl county, twice as iaro as tne neat to the people and they knoir pictures at the Elks' tonight.' "'The
,tate Of Rhode Island and larger than it. The count of the ballots on Society Girl and the Gypsy" v Is the
'
the atate of Delaware was public election day will show that they love title.
JBHU.
Nine Casee of Smallpox at Juarez-Th- ere
louay lueie icui&iu uui; u- ana trust mm,
actw or about one hundred square a. the leader ftt th Rtnuhiinn
are now nine cases of smallpox
miles subject to entry., It has less party during it most trying years, in the detention hospital at Juarez,
public land tnan any otner oi tne he was the tafget of the most vicious across the ftio Grande from El Paso.
counties oi we common- - ani unjustifiable attacks. He emerg-Wealttwenty-si- x
E. P.
W. Improvement
The
and yet, it is the newest of e not 0hly victorious but clean and El Paso and Southwestern railroad is
tne counties.
respectted. He is a constructive states-- replacing its 65 pound rails with 80
ln the adjoining county of Roose- - man, M his service in the legislature pound rails In New Mexico and Ari'
vvelt, with about the same area, 198, i and the constitutional convention zona.
990 acres remain to he filed upon.. have demonstrated; he has the
W Don't Want any more custom
of those two counties has any tire ability as he proved as organiser ers today. We can't attend to them.
nd grants or national forests or
the Republican party in three
Walt until Monday. N. Salmon,
' Three mallpex Case at Lordsburg
reservations, and therefore, the Itrg territorial campaigns.
imsy4tt ftp in the past tM The New Mexican will, luriag the There are three smallpox catea Id

ifzr

How Aboiut That Fire Insurance?
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TWO FRIENDS OF SANTA FE. years are claimed altogether by homeThe New Mexican has not finished steaders.
However, there are still thirteen, or
quoting the good and clever things one-haof the total number of coun
from the Rito de los Frijoles Gazette,
n nnhlir-atinfinite iniinne in many ties, each having more than a milacres of public lands and of the
Only one copy of eachl""i
respects.
34.000,000 acres of public land
first
which
of
number
the Gazette,
Un New Mexico still subject to filing,
peared last year, exists, and among
acies are mi
its contributors are some of the clever- - ""
ated in those thirteen counties. Of
jest people that America possesses.
standard magazines lu iu.ojx.sis acres oi pudiic ianu
Few are the
Mexico still unsurveyed only
which on their pages '.have so many,"'
contributors who are "stars" in the 4580 acres are in the Clayton,
and literary world. The pic-- . cumcari and Fort Sumner land
and the great bulk is in the
are original drawings and
toons, by K. M. Chapman, who is thirteen counties with each over a
for himself a place in the lion acres of public land,
art world and will shortly go to Paris In fact, the county of Socorro, the
from the School of American Archaeo-- ' largest in the territory, has 5,157,313
logy, in order to enter some famous acres for the homesteader, an area
studio to perfect himself in his chos- - as large as that of the state of New
en art. Several of his cartoons in Jersey of of Maryland with many
the Gazette would find ready' pur- - square miles to spare,
chase from Life; of Puck.' v '
Even Chaves county, the secdbd
But that isn t the theme of this largest in New Mexico, still has
particular editorial. Its object is to 3,559,676 acres of public land, des-telof two persons, who because, they pite the remarkable Increase of populaid the foundation for the .School lation of that county in the past ten
of American Archaeology ' and ' are years. That is an area much larger
working with all their might to make than that of the state of Connecticut.
It a great institution, are incidentally
But t0 gjV tne sjx C0Unes having
two of the best friends of the latter cacn more tnan two mimons of acres
The Rito de los of puDjC lands, and having together
flay Santa Fe.
Frijoles Gazette contains two signed more tnan one.naif of all the public
appreciations of the character of these an(js n jew Mexico:
two personages. The one is to Miss Socorro
5,157,313
Alice C. Fletcher of Washington, D. Chaves
3,559,676
2,912,990
C, president of the board of managers Eddy
of the School:
Grant
2,908,440
2,400,106
gladly Otero
"American Archaeologists
2,048,040
pay tribute to the 'one woman' in the Lincoln
science world who has contributed so Then come, with from 1,000,000 to
2 000,000 acres:
largely to its development.
...1,942,251
"Beginning with an intimate ac- - Dona Ana
1,541,405
quaintance with the American Indian Luna
1,434,280
gained by long residence among San Juan -1,115,638
them, Miss Fletcher has extended her Guadalupe .
1,095,602
,
range of sympathy and interests to Sierra
..1,060,219
all parts of American Archaeology, Union
1,003,250
and whatever field she has touched, Valencia
The five- counties having from half
she has illumined with delicate appre- elation, profound culture and rare In- - to a million acres of public lands are:
.
959,590
It is to her that we are in- - Torrance
sight.
868,980
debted for the comprehensive plan of McKinley
668,900
a systematic survey of the culture Sandoval
...
654,710
areas on the American Continent. It San Miguel
528,205
is to her we express our (obligation Rio Arriba
Bernalillo county Is By far the
for the rare wisdom and
among the workers that has made smallest and most densely populated
possible the growth of the past few county of the territory and yet, it has
remaining 116,340 acres of pubMc
years
n Ior a thousand farms
land
cast
to
her
continue
f
"Long may she
benignant influence over the destinies
is the second
Santa Fe county, T
of the School, and future generations
and the oldest county of the
smallest
will rise up and call her blessed." ,
territory but it has 354,440 acres of
The editorial is signed "M. C." as public lands despite the fact of the
is the following, and no doubt Dr. large expanse of national forest, pue-Mitchell Carroll, the celebrated Greek Wo an(J land
witWn it8 boun.
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RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Dally, per week, by carrier
Daily, per aonth, by carrier... .75
Daily, per month, by mail...... .66
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

uore intimately and
more in detail upon his sterling quail
ties and his career, but at the onset
wishes to make it plain that State
Chairman Bursum is not a reaction-- '
ary; that he stands pat only
eternal principles of right. The very
fact that he has been constantly
growing in intellectual stature, stamps
him as a man whose mind is open to
the promptings of true progress. Dur
ing the Constitutional Convention it
was he who placed in the constitution
such progressive and constructive articles as that creating a corporation
commission; it was he who bridged
the chasm between the , radical extremists and the reactionary stand"
...
patters.
This alone would make him an ideal
executive at this particular time in
the history of the commonwealth.
With the backbone to withstand selfish promptings and the encroachment of selfish interests, he would
at the same time insist on the full protection of property and personal
rights, and would joyfully receive and
work for such progressive and sane
measures as the spirit of the times
and the people demand.

M.

jr.

fll
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Secret.,, fb;e,
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9, 1911.

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

Is Headquarters

r CAPITAL

850,003.00

Does a General Banking
.

1.

E. LAUGHLIN,

President

H. F. STEPHENS,

--

'

Established

Cuhier,

1903.

Incorporated

You cannot
do better

GLOVES

CAKE
fine

Bread, 25c
and Groceries

Fruits
Confectionery.
FresnCreamPuffs Wednesday

&

Saturday

FOR THREE DAYS ONLY

152 Ked

Pbone 49 Main

MISS MUGLER'S

Tuesday, Wednesday amd Thursday.

Phone 49 Main

Parlor Market
and Grocery

The place where satisfaction is absolutely
Uaranteeu Nothing
thisikuf fhf hpct frn mat
ket affords for sale. We
still adhere to our old
policy first established
Kansas City

l:.J h.
i'li.- -

Corn-Fe-

Ladies' Kazan Gloves

d

Pork, Mutton,
and Lamb.

1

K'

THAT HARVARD LINE
SUITS

Poultry, Fresh

r"'

.50 and $2.00 Qualities

OUR SPECIAL, $1.00

f

guarantee.
E

6 (.oaves

I

You will need. Our line
of Suitings cannot be
equaled, and the fit we

READY-MAD-

Dally.

by us of

Measure you
For that Suit

OF

AT

d

Than let us

;

BREA

AMADO GUTIERREZ, PROP.

Novelties In Cords, Tassels, Girdles and Band Trimmings
RECEIVED

'.RY

FRESH

To the gods of my fathers I pray for for the Pecos valley.
thee
Don Eugenio Romero came in last
When, the autumn moon hangs low night from Las ,Vegas and Santa Fe,
are tame for where he has been looking after busiMy.flocks.and.my herds
.
thee,
ness and politics. Estancia News.
Thy true'love'ls all that I claim for
J. B. Bumgardner, a teacher at pie
:
fv
New Mexico School for the Deaf, ReAs the little grey birds will know. turned from a business and pleasure
trip to Los Angeles and Santa Monl- Oh leave the North-lanand fly to ra Patifnrnln
me
Miss Pearl English came up from j
Maid of the gentle eyes
Albuquerque
yesterday and left
In my arms a refuge is sure to thee
morning for Chimayo, northern San-My blanket a shelter secure will be ta Fe
county, where she will teach in
Whether smiling or angry the skies. the mission
school.
The Wallace Club is not meeting Miss Hase who has been to eastern
markets and for many seasons has
this afternoon.
been trimmer for Miss Mugler, has re,
A. Hohnboe, a merchant of Albu-turned and will again serve Santa Fe
querque, is at the Palace hotel.
Indies this season.
F. W. Butler, a tourist from Jack-- .
theis
at
Montezuma.
sonville, Fla.,
the New Mexico Agricultural College
CJ Tj. Pollard, the Espanola mer last year, will enter
the Santa Fe
chant, is registered at the Montezuma. high school this year as a senior, hav- Tn m net T flAmnii
n iirtnlt couovc
MQTI ,
actaffl
dames j.
mg made up b6r gradS- Beef,
of Maxwell, Colfax county, is in the
MrS- - A- - J. Abbott who has been
city.
Veal
Charles 15. Llnnev and a nartv of "Penning a ween in santa 'e as tne
Colonel and Mrs. E. C. Ab- friends went op the canon today on suest-oas lel1 Ior ner nolne) ln
a picnic.
01 tne i en Aiaers, in tne Kito j Home-Dresse- d
"ouse
.
.
E. S. Broadwell who came

Asst. Cashier

"1856.

for

MILLINERY

thee
With their purest and clearest fires.
The little gray birds they pine for
thee
From their stores the gophers will
mine for thee
All the treasures thy heart desires.

Your Patronage Solicited

W. E. GRIFFIN,

I

NAVAJO LOVE 80NG.
(Miss E. H. Johnson in Rito de los
Frijoles Gazette.)
The stars of the desert land shine for

Business

PLAZA

MISS MUGLER

SSGIAL ARB PERSSIAL

'
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WJ"'co
from Espanola on land business, has "c
M'ss Etta Moore left today for Tres Fish, Fruits and.
returned home.
Vegetables
Rosalie Viault, Arthur Viault and earas, Taos county, wnere sne win
wun
Bvena
inenas.
nrsi
ounaay
ine
Edith A. Thompson are, here from
'
SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
j of the week she will continue on her
Phoenix, Ariz.'
T. M. Johnson. P. T Kellv and F. wa lo v;oioraao springs wnere sne BAKING POWDER
AND EXTRACTS
H. Whiting are Denverites registered enters college for another year. ;
' '
Miss
of
Emily
Gillespie
Truchas,
hotel.
at the Palace
C. T. DuBois, of the chief survey- - nas Den spenamg a lew days at tne Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory
or'g office at Washington, D. C, Is rresoyrenan Mission scnooi in mis
c,ty- - she was a college mate of Rev.
'
e
Palace hotel.
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
Mcconougn ior two years. tne
of
Camillus Feltman,
Covington,
214 Don Gasper Avenue.
lo nr jhimiuu wom touay.
Ky is spending the summer here at '""f"
Acasio Gallegjps Bame in last night
Sanitarium.
St Vincent's
H - r. Tnewell of Philadelnhla. is Irom faanta Fe to attend tne meeting
in Santa Fe to, look after the property of tne Republican central committee
tomorrow, at which time the date of
Interests of the Longwell estate.
Wirt, the merchant, at Dulce lne county convention to nominate PROPRIETOR.
on the Jlcarllla Apache reservation In the county ticket will be decided upOn.
Estancia NeWB.
nnnntv lain Santa Fn.
Ttln irr-ihDe Forest Lord, son of Mr. - and
Miss Katherine Muller and Miss
Mrs- - A. B. Renehan, held a birthday
for
Josephine Goldsmith left yesterday
Jemez Springs to be gone a week. P81"4? at hls home Monday night and
Richard R. Archer, circulation agent " was attended by a score of his boy
for the Albuquerque Morning Journal, and SM friends. The young people
U making the rounds in this city to- - amused themselveB with games and
.finally with a delightful dance on the
day;
Miss Mary McFle will leave for spacious veranda in front of the home.
Malaquias
Martinez,
Republican
Chicago Monday to continue her teach-- '
Ieader of Taos county, has returned
ing of music at Bush Temple Conserv-- , from
Albuquerque where he went as
atory.
committee of five to
F. A. Bridge, vice president of the one ot th
out the political entangle-bacArroyo Hondo Irrigation Company, is straighten
from the Pecos where he spent ment there between the two factions
ot the Republicanjparty,
Mr. Malt
...
a few days.
The high; Bchool senior class will tines said there is nothing to give out
leave this evening for a picnic at the for Publication just now. It is untouch iqt Miss Opal Sanford, four derstood however, that the commit-mile- s
tee has prepared a report on its invesfrom the city.
H. H. Hess of Artesfa, who came up tigation.
with Judge G. A. Richardson of Ros-- - The Misses Merriam of Washing-well- ,
left with the latter this evening ton, D. C, are visiting the Misses
Laughlin at their home on Don Gaspar
"
;
7. avenue.
...... T
Of the fact that he made a wise
choice when he selected Las Vegas
A BRICK
OUR
CO.1 as his home, Governor William J.
ICE
CREAM
Mills Is well aware; of the fact that
the Republicans of New Mexico made
Two Colors, 75c Per Brick,
a wise choice when they selected Las
of
state
as
their
first
the
Vegas
place
"4
Enough for 8 People
convention he is equally well aware.
And he is perfectly delighted to say
BUTT BROS.
so. Governor Mills arrived last night f
from Santa Fe to join Mrs. Mills and
"Always Reliable"
Wilson and
If yOU Want the best
'lhelr,f 0,1 who daughter.
arrived in the Mills
J
The governor said he had little
comes to
Fe then auto.
tn offer In th Heht of new Informs.
Ptiiae Hi-- Nil ht. Phone Red 58
tion concerning the political situation
you buy our
In New Mexico except that he was
convinced the Republican party would
triumph by a big majority at the election to be held November 7. "I am
glad Las Vegas got the convention"
said the governor.
Accompanied by
&
drive
his family Governor Mills
back to Santa Fe, leaving here at 6
:
PAINTING
o'clock tomorrow morning. Las Vev
.'hT.i-.Optic,
gas
IT IS OUR LEADER sure Last evenine the Tonne neonle of
th First Presbyterian ehurch to the1
It nd
Why? Because number
of about sixty; gathered for a
HO better FlOUr Can be social time under the direction of the j
Satisfaction Guaranteed. r
local C. E. society. A business meet- .
or made
any- ing was; hew previous to tie social PAUL P.
bougnir
LACASSAQNE
.
part at which matters of Importance
i
;
to the society were considered. The,
iL
pnee... t " &
305 Saa Fraacisco Street.
:
'
; ,
.
social part, was principally in behalf
We alSO have "Diamond FlOUr," A,ot the members who are leaving, for V X XX X X X X X X X X X XX X
and also in behalf of the Mis-ni- f
l urade UlOradO
j AHUM; that IS school,
D
gion and public school teachers who
recently entered upon their work
a leader ia its class. . r . have
here. Various games were played in
the house and also upon the lawn
DAILY RECEIPTS OF
which was beautifully ; lighted with
CARPENTERS
the Japanese lanterns. ' After refresn-ment- s
were served the young people
AND CABINET MAKERS.
departed about ten o'clock after having had a most enjoyable time together. This is the first of several FURNITURE MADE TO
ORDER
such, events' thai the Christian
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
are hoping to have this
KAUNE
H.
CO. fall and winter.
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We are now closing out our entire line of Summer Stock
We must make room for our FALL AND

less than cost.
WINTER LINES.
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Done PlIMDn
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ESTATE
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OF YOUR
BUSINESS

Let Us
Deliver for

SuretyBonds
0.C.WATS0N&C0.
119 San Francisco St,
- - - N. M

OF

HIE 1

I

FLOUR .

- FILIGREE

San Fraicciso

j

Street

Boss

Patent
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-

for the Fishing Season
Best of Beds

Cold Pure Spring
No Invalids v ; 5

Water
$15 a Week

MULLIGAN & RISING,

Funeral Directors
.

PICTURE FR AMINO

108 Palace Avenue
Day and Night Phone.

Phone;

130 Red.

at

-

.
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.Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Qhost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Write, Pecos
Tclepaph Glorieta.Y

;

S.
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NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS
A3

Call Early While the Stock is Plentiful.

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

J. P. Steed

& Son

All Work Guaranteed.

Phone,

X

X
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Every pair of Oxford Shoes we
have in the store

Must

GO

AT ANY

PRICE, Cost Not

A

Considered,

A
Vl

Please come in and we will do the rest. Buy now, you
will surely save half the cost of your shoes.

A
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Ladies', Men's, Children's
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SELIGMAN
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DRY GOODS
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3 Acres of Ground,

Read, then Act!

part in Alfalfa, exceptionally good

adobe house and other improvements.
Acre- located
of
on
one
of
Santa
streets
Fe.
age finely
principal
This Is well worth your investigation.
five-roo- m

-

Phone Black No. 52

Phone Black No. 229 Residence
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CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
pay for, by havini it right where you are using it. It saves on your light
THE EYES. Our
and
rooms are
,

You

XX

BIG SLAUGHTER!
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E

X X X X X X
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VegietableS

(Continued on Page Bight)
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Automobile

SIGN PAINTING
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(Old Sparks Banch)

Best of Food

Carriage

!

THE VAUG HAN RANCH
Open May 15th

DRUGGISTS

Santa

Rings, Brooches, Pendants. Neck Chains, Bracelets.
No style gift more desirable for your Eastern friends.

H. C. YONTZ,

CO.J

that

SILVER

MOST BEAUTIFUL DESIQNS.

'

rs.

Your

Sunday
Dinner

1

H

SANTA FE,

,

MONTHS are coming on, and you will
This is the .time, therespend much time
fore, to buy Furniture, and a fine assortment of it can
be seen at our store. There is bird's eye maple, which is in
great demand, and other woods that are as beautiful.
We also have KITCHEN CABINETS with celluloid tops to
make the housewife's work a delight.
Also a splendid supply of CHINA DISHES for use on the
table.

,

.

:j!;

HE WINTER

-

LOANS

GOLD

& CO.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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Reading
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Of the pain which many women experience with every
month it makes the gentleness and kindness always associated with womanhood seem to be almost a miracle.
While in general no woman' rebels against what she regards as a natural necessity there is no woman who would
not gladly be free from this recurring period of pain.

Dr. Pierce' a Favorite Prescription makea
weak women atroni mnd alek women
well, ana Uvea them freedom from pain.
It establishes regularity, subdues Inflammation, heala ulceration and cares te
male weakness.

small-po-

20

00
3 GO
3 30
4

3 15
3 05
2 45
2 25
1 55

flamed most of the time.
There would be water-bliste- rs
rise up, and open, and
wherever the water would
touch it would burn, and
cause another one to rise.
After the blister would open,
the place would scab over,
and would burn and Itch so
as to be almost unbearable at times. In thl3
way the sores would spread from one place to
another, back and forth over the whole of my
upper lip and chin, and at times the whole
lower part of my face would be a solid sore.
This condition continued for four or five years,
without getting any better, and in fact got
worse all the time, so much so that my wife
became alarmed lest it prove fatal.
"During all this time of boils and eczema,
I doctored with the best physicians of this
part of the country, but to no avail. Finally
I decided to try Cuticura Remedies, which I
did, taking the Cuticura Resolvent internally, applying the Cuticura Ointment to
the sores, and using the Cuticura Soap or
washing. In a very short time I began to
notice improvements, and continued to use
the Cuticura Remedies until within less than
a year I was well again, and have not had a
recurrence of the trouble since, which is over
twenty years. I have recommended Cuticura
Remedies to others ever since, and have great
faith in them as remedies for skin diseases."
(Signed) A. C. Brandon, Attorney-at-LaCreenville, O., Jan. 17, 1911.
Sold throughout the world.
Send U
Potter D. & C. Corp., Dept. 3., Boston, fo,
free sample of Cuticura Soap and Ointment.

Operation of
Canada is Proving

in
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ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Beneficial.

Manifestation

y

Rrntn Canfa

'

THE

EAST

BEST

OR

Sick women are invited to consult Dr. Pierce by letter,
free. All correspondence strictly private and saoredlv
confidential. Write without fear and without fee to World's Disnensarv Mm!.
: i a
V.
o r d:
t r d :j
If you want a book that tells all about woman's diseases, and how to cure
them at home, send 21 one-cestamps to Dr. Pierce to pay cost of mailing
only, and he will send you a free copy of his great thousand-pag- e
illustrated
Common Sense Medical Adviser revised,
edition, in paper covert.
31 stamps.
In handsome

'

tion.

In the United States the idea of compulsory arbitration is not viewed with
favor. Our people are ready to be con48
8 07
8 55
Bv MARCUS M. MARKS of the Na- - vinced but not to be forced. But what
.Koehler Junction.
55
3 45
ever objections there may be to inves
9 05
Koehler.
3 85
tional Civic Federation.
8 20
llOolfax
68
tigation in advance of strikes, I be4 15
Press
The
Survey
Service
(Exclusive
8 02
Oerrososo
76
4 43
lieve can be overcome. Some union
Lv 7 45
Bureau.)
Olmarron
Ar
5 00
6 35
Ar a m
Lv
5 10
Cimarron
ambition of work- - leaders here fear that the 30 days' nothe
healthy
Upon
27
6
Nash
5 18
tice before strike will bring theai a
6 17
Harlan
S 2S
ingmen to improve their efficiency
6 00
94
Ute Park, N. M...Lv
5 46
Ar
That has not proven
disadvantage.
In
life
and to advance their position
pm
pm
to be the case in Canada.
depends our industrial and social proAnother objection that may be
gress. The strike is the acute
(Connects at Colfax with E. P. 4 S. W. Ry. train both Northland South.
of the desire to improve con raised to such a law affecting public
SStage for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.lM.I
delay canStage leaves Ute Park. N, M.. for KUzabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m. dally except
ditions of employment. As a last re- utilities, is that the
for not be enforced. The experience in
ndsys. Fare h w one way S3.50 roundM- trip; fifty pound baggaxe carried free.
blame
workingmen
cannot
we
sort,
for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives from It he
(1. A 9. train leaves Des Mclnes, N,
expressing their dissatisfaction with Canada shows that in at least 76 out
" that 4:88 a. m
opressive conditions by striking un of 82 cases this question did not
less we provide a proper official court arse. May we not expect that the
G. DEDMAN,
F. M, WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
of investigation which will tend to se pebple of the United States will like&
G.
V.
P.
P.
M.,
Agent,
Superintendent.
wise have respect for a law of this
cure justice without strikes.
Before the mutual losses of strikes kind and not await Its enforcement?
and lockouts are risked, two distinct It is the moral effect of the law that
efforts at prevention can be made. The tells. If, however, we cannot agree on
first is the attempt to peacefully ar me uanaaian system, let us try to
range for improved conditions while adopt some substitute to prevent na
work continues. Of course, this is not many strikes as possible. Investiga
always possible, but it should always tion and publicity are certainly forces
that make for. Justice.
be tried.
Even when negotiations have failed,
Te El Paso, Bisbee,
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
the strike is not yet in order. The MISS SANFORD HAS
"
THRILLING EXPERIENCE.
tmd at potato to Not
next move should be an appeal for
arbitration. It is only after conferIcq, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NSW
Ridina
Cathedral.
Pluno.es I
ences and when arbitration have either Horse She Was
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance,
First mass at 6 o'clock a. m. Secend been refused or have failed that emThrough Wire Fence Wrenching
Diamond Out of Her Ring.
mass at 9:30. Sermon in English,
ployers or employed may be excused
Third mass at 10.30. Sermon in Spaa for
inflicting the serious blow caused
ish. Rosary and Benediction at 6:30
miss f iossie sanrora. a senior in
by stopping the wheels of their indus- the
high school here, had a narrow
p. m. Devotions.
to
more
much
is
It
costly
adjust
try.
from death Thursday night
escape
Lady of Guadalupe.
industrial differences during a strike
mass 6 a. m. Second mass
first
im- midst unusual circumstances.
an
Arbitration
before
it.
by
than
JsvnatsTs
Miss Sanford had saddled a horse
(alga) 9:31 a. m.
partial tribunal before a strike is more at the ranch
of Cowboy Detective C.
Episcopal.
conditions
than
to
establish just
apt
Services at the church of the Holy will be established by the strike itself. A. iSiringo, three miles from here, and
not far from her family's ranch. Mr.
Faith. Sunday school at 9:45. Morn A
strike, in fact rarely settles a dising prayer and sermon at 11. Serv pute on the basis of justice. Whether Slringo's ranch is called Sunnyslope
ROUTE
and Miss Sanford intended to take a
ices will be taken by Rev. Wm. N. in
the right or not, the stronger usual-lWebbe.
e
wins and the end leaves one or the "moonlight ride over fiiis sunny-slopestate. She is a fine eques
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
other side rankling for retaliation.
trienne but her horse suddenly shied
Service Sabbath, September 10th
Let us assume that negotiations for at some moonbeam
or other and
arwill be as follows: Sunday school at conference and attempts to secure
Par rates aad full infermattaa address
dashed into a bob wire fence. ' Miss
9:45 a. m. in charge of the sunerin- - bitration have failed and that a strike Sanford
had her feet not in the stir
Q-f
tendent, Dr. C. O. Harrison. Preach- - has been called.
but in the straps holding them
rups
Pas Texas.
11
fill
to
a.
at
m.
the
The employers- try
ing
places as the stirrups were too
by the pastor. Subject".
long. She
"Man in Relation to the Bounties of lot the strikers the latter try to pre- - was
thrown from her saddle and drag
Nature." Epworth League at 7 p. m. vent this. Unfortunately, in many
ged in a most terrible manner. The
Preaching at 7:45 p. m. by the pas- - strikes this effort to checkmate the horse
weight of her dangling
tor. Subject: "The Gospel according employer in his attempt to run his at his felt the
side and wheeled around and
to Paul." You will receive a cordial business h'as been accompanied with
dashed into a barb wire fence. Miss
welcome to all these services. B. F. violence and riot.
dragged Miss Sanford some fifty feet
oummere, rdhior.
leada tn
Vinton
violence when she finally got her foot out of
and it has been hinted that in some the leathers.
Presbyterian.
Detective Siringo heard her cries
Presbyterian church services for cases employers have retorted by in- This pro-- and rushed out to where she lay and
September 10th. Sunday school 9:45. timidating the intimidators.
meth- - brought her to his house and then to
Allen McCord, superintendent. Morn- - cedure savors of the middle-agSanta Fe. Miss Sanford was not un
ing worship 11 o'clock. Theme, "But ods of warfare and is a stepping-ston- e
it not." Christian Endeavor 6:45 p. to anarchy. If the parties affected honscious nor apparently injured in- Octom. Subject: "My Denomination; Root cannot by peaceful conference succeed ternally but her ankle and hip were
one-wa- y
Stem, Branches, fruit." Miss Claribel in settling the strike, efforts to secure unused and she sustained several
nscner. leader. Evening worship arbitration should aeain proceed. Dis- - gasnes,
is saia
A striking incident connected with
45. Theme: "A Sane Verdict From interested third parties of experience,
Prejudiced Judges." The attention of carefully selcted. are frequently helD- - tne runaway was that in going
on
the Christian people is again called fUl in clearing up misunderstandings through the fence the diamond in a
rinE Mlss Sanford had on her finger
to the fact that this is Temperance and in bringing order out of disorder.
Sabbath and since it is the eve of the
The fight to a limsh is usua.iy car- - was wrencnea irom us setting out Mr,
great battle in Maine, every such one UiPrt nn whn rtoar niiestion. of nrin- - sirinB". good detective that he is,
is caned upon to make it a day of cipte
to De involved. In many "nBeu io una u on me grouna near
prayer for a great victory. Every oneL;pr. a,riia wa
and hours, an. tbe ence- - He also cauht the horse
Columsome hours afterward.
is cordially invited to the services
t0 be Mcon(Jary considerations T
Mr. Siringo said today:
of the sanctuary.
"I dare
and the real issue was recognition of
Oresay only a girl brought up in the
the union. The right of workingmen west
could have had the presence of I
to organize should be unquestioned.
Foley's Kidney Remedy (.Liquid).
gon
Is great medicine of proven value for The employer who excludes a man mind Miss 'Sanford displayed through
both acute and t chronic kidney and simply because he is a member of a out the trying ordeal, and it seems
For information as to fares, reservations, etc., etc.,
bladder ailments. It is especially rec- union is not acting in the spirit of our she never lost her nerve in her fran
tic efforts to get her feet out of the!
call on or write to
(
ommended to elderly people for its day, which is one of organization and
?!
leather which held it fast. How shel
wonderful tonic and reconstructive
On the other hand, the
escaped being cut to pieces when the I
qualities, and the permanent relief and union that attempts to force an em horse
W. ti. McBRIDE, Agt., or W. D. SHEA, T. F & P. A.,
jumped through the wire fence!
comfort it gives them. For sale by ail ployer to exclude all
men a second time is more than I can un-- 1
druggists.
is equally intolerant and unwise. derstand."
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CALL FOR REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION.

Whereas, pursuant to the provisions of the Enabling
Act and the resolution admitting New Mexico into th
Sisterhood of States, the Governor of New Mexico has
issued his proclamation ordering an election to be held
on Tuesday, November 7, 1911, for the purpose of electing
the various ' congressional, state, legislative, judicial and
county officers authorized by the constitution heretofore
adopted by the people of New Mexico;
NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant to and in accordance
with resolutions adopted by the Republican Central Committee of New Mexico in convention assembled at Santa
Pe, New Mexico,, on Tuesday, September 5, 1911, a Call
is hereby issued for the holding of the first' Republican
State Convention in the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of Thursday, the 28th day
September, A. D. 1911, for the purpose of nominating
candidates for the various congressional and state offices
created and authorized by law; and the Republican Central Committees of the various counties of the new State,
except as otherwise by this committee ordered, are requested to issue Call for the holding, upon such notice
and date as. they may deem expedient, county conventions
for the purpose of electing delegates to said State Con- vention, at which the basis of representation shall be
1 delegate for each 100, or fraction thereof of 50 or more,
of the votes cast for the Republican Candidate for delegate
to Congress at the election of 1908, and 1 delegate at large
from each county now in existence; upon which basis
the representation at said State Convention from tho
several counties of New Mexico shall be as follows:
25
Bernalillo
10
Chaves
17
Colfax
5
Curry
13
Dona Ana
4
Eddy

Grant

EUGENE FOX,

Luna

.

Effective September 15th to
second
ber 15th, inclusive,
class colonist excursion fares are in
the
effect from stations

to points in Alberta, British

bia, Idaho, Montana, Nevada,

and Washington.
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15

v

1

. 11

.1

16
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,

7

10
6

....... .......v

30
17

Fe....

5

Sierra
Socorro
Taos,
Torrance
Union
Valencia

'.

17
13
. 8
14
15

Total
......303
is recommended that in event the same delegates are
not elected delegates to the judicial and legislative district conventions that the same basis be used in the election
of p'ifh' district delegates and that such conventions shall'
be ( ailed and held, after the State Convention, at such
tir and place as may be agreed upon by the Chairmen
of 'he Central Committees of the several counties com-p- o
the respective districts mentioned, or in default
of agreement by said Chairmen, by a majority of the
cWe"ites elect to such district convention..,
is further recommended that the Republican County
Conventions in and for the several counties, for the
no:;; nation of county officers, be held after the State

It
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Strikes for better wages and shorter
hours are apt t0 meet Wlth BymPatny TWO MEN SMOTHERED IN
Ustt-A- i
.rnkl riVttl9
and where the complaints are Just, I
CAVE-IAT HAGERMAN.
Cor.vc-ntiongrievances are likely to be remedied.
H. 0. BTJRSUM,
The strike simply for the enforced One of Them Had Eloped Only Five I
Palace.
'
Chairman.
D.
closed shop, however,: almost Invaria
John Corbett, Mountainair.
JOsiE
a
Before
SENA,
With
Seventeen
Days
George McK.ee, Chicago.
bly fails.
Year Old Girl.
Secretary.
C. T. DuBois, Washington.
The public who suffer, especially
T. M. Johnson, Denver.
through strikes affecting public utili
While working in a ditch at the
P. J. Kelly, Denver.
SCHOOL GIRL KILLS HERSELF
ties, have a right to expect reasonable Acme lrirgation dam on the Felix SHORT CROPS HAVE
efforts to prevent the discomfort and river, just one mile north of Hager- McKeeby, Denver.
BECAUSE MOTHER SCOLDED."
CAUSED RISE IN SUGAR.
James J. Cowan, Maxwell.
loss consequent to strikes and lock man, Chaves county, Leo Burnett and
F. H. Whiting, Denver.
outs in express service, street railway, William Robinson were covered with
Leadvllle, Colo., Sept. 9. "TouH be
Greeley, Colo., Sept. 9. Beet har
W. E. Osborne, Phoenix, Ariz.
gas, electric light, telephone, tele earth when the side walls fell in and vesting in northern Colorado is sched- sorry for this," said Ruby Musgrove,
F. D. Dumming, Chicago.
graph, etc. There Is need of official were smothered to death before as- - uled to begin sometime during, the the
daughter of Mrs. E.
H. C. Longwell, Philadelphia.
About week of September 25, according to Beasom, as she left the kitchen of
machinery in this connection state distance could reach them.
'
A. Hohnboe, Albuquerque.
laws to deal with threatened strike! two hundred men rushed to the river Manager S. M. Edgell of the local fao-- j their home, 139 East Tenth street, and
;
Coronado. '
in intra state utilities and federal laws with shovels and picks, riding in au tory. The crop, while a short one, ran into the bedroom. - A moment
ll
A. Dickinson, Hodges.
to deal with threatened strikes in in tomobiles, wagons, buggies and on
well In sugar content er the mother heard a shot on a side
average
D. C. James, Taos.
e
hand cars. The dirt had covered Bur- - Reports received-iutilities.
New York up porch and, running out, found the
Charles Vanharte, Morlarty.
In Canada these problems have been I nett and Robinson so completely that to Monday, when I left, were to the body of her daughter with a bullet in
W.
Curtis,
Topeka.
George
solved
the it was thirty minutes before the. res effect that the sugar beet And sugar her brain. Mrs. Beasom is prostrated
by
quite effectively
T. B. McCoy, Alamosa.
' I
"Lemieux" act which provides for 30 cuers reached Robinson's body. He cane crops of the world will be short, and is unable to make a statement It
M. Valdez, Chama.
days' notice by either side as the case was nearly dead. Burnett was reach which - will explain the recent rise was learned, however, that mother and
Nicolo Romero, Antonito.
may be, in advance of strikes or lock- ed about fifteen minutes later and be in the price of sugar," said Edgell. daughter were washing dishes In the
J. M. Chaves, Park View.
outs in mines and public utilities. This had evidently been dead some time. "The rise In price in this instance kitchen at 8 o'clock when a quarrel
Jose Julio Valdez, Tierra Amarilla.
notice gives time
r thorough investi Dr. G. E. Shoemaker endeavored to cannot be attributed to stock jobbing arose and the mother scolded Ruby
Hilarlo Aguilar, Pinos Wells.
of the. public as revive Burnett but in vain. The men or manipulation as me ainerence Be- for her failure to receive a promo- the
education
gation,
E. Montoya, Cerrlllos.
'
to
causes
'the
of
and full op were putting on a cement wing to the tween the raw and finished product is tlon in school. The girl left the
friction,
Romeo Jusuro, Cerrillos.
dam where a recent flood had washed comparatively reasonable. Germany kitchen and went directly Into an adfor
mediation
and
concilia
portunity
Montezuma.
Burnett came and France both have suffered with joining room, where she secured a
tion. ; The operation' of the Lemieux away the dirt wing.
Emmet Wirt, Dulce.
'
their beet crops and the cane crop of revolver. ,
act since its passage
has avert- from Anson, Texas, where his father
K. D. Frisby, El Paso.
was Java and other tropical islands has
is a grain dealer. Robertson
76
out
ed
of
82
and
strikes
threatened
J. Lee, Albuquerque.
lockouts in the Dominion of Canada burled ten feet under 'earth, but call been affected. I should hesitate to 8URPRI8ED HUSBAND NOW
Roland Thomas, Kansas City.
voice as say when there will be any drop in
that came under its provisions. The ed out loudly In a pleading
SUE8 FOR DIVORCE,,
C. H. Modes, Denver.
him. The men soon price, but the information I have reover
bank
fell
the
method is very simple. On request of
Rosalia Vlault, Phoenix.
had him excavated to his waist when ceived through private sources leads
either party to an- industrial dispute
Edith A. Thompson, Phoenix.
the bank caved in again. He died me to believe no reduction can be Denver, Colo., Sept. 9. Abe M.
Arthur Vlault, Phoenix.
affecting a public utility, an invest!' shortly after, sending a loving mesGoldbaum, who was recently arrested
soon."
'
S. W. Jarrett, Albuquerque.
on a charge of
gation board is organized by the ap sage to his bride of five days. When hoped for
has ap- - f
M. A. Ross, Albuquerque.
pointment of a representative of each the news was taken to Mrs. Robert
plied for a divorce from Katie Gold-'- "
A Great Advantage to Working Men
side and one from the public. This
T. A. Haxby,1 Cloudcroft.
baum, whom he accuses of having
son, who had eloped with the unfor
J. A. Maple, 125 S. 7th St., Steuben-vile- , treated him cruelly. The Goldbaums
is not a fixed board, out one made up tunate man from Plainview, Texas,
J. J. Sanden, Tularosa.
O.; says: '"For years I suffered were married January 3, 1911, it being
C. L. Pollard, Espanola.
in each case b ymen thoroughly ex
Tuesday night, she swooned deeply.
severe blad the second matrimonial venture for
F. A. Bridge, Madison, Wis., ri
perienced in the industry Involved. She is now prostrated with grief. Be from weak kidneys and a
Charles Proebstel, Truchas.
The minister of labor assists in th sides the young wife , Robertson der trouble, I learned of Foley Kidney each. Goldbaum had seven daughters
1
H. A. Carpenter, El Paso.
selection of the board, whenever neo leaves a mother and small brother. It Pills and their wonderful cures so
by a former marriage, and Mrs. Goldsure
and
them
enough
baum was the mother of six children.
Ernest Spitz, Las Vegas.
essary. The three members of the took-twhours to finally extricate began taking
F. W. Butler, Jacksonville, Fla,
Canadian board study the situation I the body of Burnett Mrs. Robertson I bad as good results as any I heard At the time of Goldbaum's appearance x
F. W. Bridert, Joliet.
land try to bring about order and peace, was well known in Plainview, Texas, about My backache left me and to in Justice court he said bis wife had
They usually succeed:. Their report as Miss Ora Coggins. She is only 17 one of ny business, expressman, that led him to believe that she had but ;t
not be accepted by either side, years old. and her elopement with alone is a great advantage. My kid one child by her first marriage and
PILLS need
CHICHESTER SBRAND,
neys acted free and normal, and that that he was much surprised a tew,
but
almost
invariably it is. There is Robertson was the culmination of
a no
find
vd ma a. lot of misery. It is now hours after their marriage - to
A71k5s JbMieM ak your I'ruvriM nor a
arbitration, only voluntary accep-- romantic courtship.
v
to work where it used to be that she bad six.
a
pleasure)
tance or refusal of the Judgment' of
AT ....
W
Two shoes tomorrow night (Sunday) a misery, ' Foley Kidney Pills have
the board. The publication of the re-U yen wane nythlag on earth try
IIR.NI PILL, lot M port educates publSe opinion as to with a good program at tbe jaks', cured me and have my highest praise;
M0NI Best,
Fant Ad.
9 B nanknairaM Siitot. Always RtuUbh
a Ms
For sale by all druggists. , '
?,t.,V
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When You Think
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GENERAL OFFICES
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un-de-

Company

Railway

(Read Down)

industrial disputes outside of public
r
utilities, no investigation is made
WELL-KNOWLRMER PUBLICITY III
N
the Lemieux act except upea the
consent of both employer and employed. In September of last year I visiCURED OF
DISPUTES ted Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal, and
Quebec and found the sentiment
among representatives of employers
Recand
as well as that of judges
ByCuticura Remedies Which He
Disinterested
How
Investiga- and employes
others representing the public,
ommends for Skin Troubles.
favorable to the bill. Only one man
tion Helps Public Utility
seemed dissastisfied with the working
"While attending school at Lebanon, Ohio,
Corporations
of the act a railway president, who
x
scare, and
In 1882, tiiere was a
ve were all vaccinated. Presumably from
when asked by me whether he would
Impure virus used, I became afflicted with.
rather have no bill, answered "No."
rasxea
w.ncn
ior auoui
dous,
DAYS NOTICE SUGGESTED He wanted the bill to remain in force
two years, when the affliction 30
tssumcd the form of an
but desired the judgment of the board
eczema on my face, the lower
to be accepted aa compulsory arbitrainface
of
being
my
part
"Lemieux Act
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AVIATION

CURTIS

MEET

lat-wi-

" Birdmen " of International Repute will thrill the crowd
for three days, October 11, 12 and 13
"BULL" DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
to be raced " Bull " Durham Day, Friday, Oct
13. This stake was given by the

$1,000

BLACk.-WELL-

EVERY

BASEBALL

'S

DURHAM TOBACCO CO.
EXCITING

DAY

NORSE RACES

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL PATES ON ALL RAILROADS

!

ter-stat-

-

(

.

ISAAC BARM, President.

JOHN B. McMANUS,

Carrrtfig the U. S. mall and
between Vaughn, N. M.. and
Roswell, N. M connecting with the
Southwestern and Rock IsXI Paso
land Railroads and the Atchison,
ft Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a, m., arrive in Roswell at 2:00 p. ni.
,
Leaves Roswell at 13:80 a. m, arrive In Vatican at t:30 p. m.
rs

'

To-pk- a

Jvs

r

R0SWELL AUTO CO., R0SWELL,

t,

t

Secretary-Manage-

N. M

ta
Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
saoh regular ticket, excess baggage

at the rate of

per hundred lbs
carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs
Special rates are given for excur
sions, for eight or more passengers.
For further information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. If.
15.00

We are equipped to
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MRS. CABOT WARD
WRITES FOR "AMERICA."

M.

PAGE SEVEN

NO INDIGESTION

OR
SICK, UPSET STOMACH

"Music, the Character of Its Emotional Appeal" la Theme of Brilliant

THE FORUM

and
Diapepsin Stops Fermentation
Ends Worst Case of Dyspepsia
in Five Minutes.

Article.
Mrs. Cabot Ward, wife of the for
mer acting governor of Porto Rico,
and a talented pianiste, is writing an
article each week for "America" the
famous weekly published by the Jesuits in New York City and which has a
large circulation throughout the land.
Mrs. Ward shows in her articles a
musical
understanding that makes
them not only interesting but authoritative.
The article on the character of the
emotional appeal of music is as fol-

Why not get some now this mo
ment, and forever rid yourself of
Stomach trouble and Indigestion? A
dieted stomach gets the blues and
grumbles. Give it a good eat, then

dishonest
methods,
unscrupulous,
the state with
They are flooding
NOTES.
ffl. C. T.
literature concocted by representatives
of the liquor traffic which is misleadtake Pape's Diapepsin to start the diing and to a great extent unfounded
be
will
There
gestive juices working.
and untrue.
A Call to Prayer.
no dyspepsia or belching of Gas or
It would be a sad thing for the peo
Young People Organized
eructations of undigested food; no pie of Maine to have
to learn the, They have bogus agents traveling
feeling like a lump of lead in the blessings of a
prohibited liquor traf- through the state gaining access on
stomach or heartburn, sick headache fic
And false pretences to homes and there
by losing those blessings.
and diziness, and your food will not still more
would it be a disastrous as well as in stores and hotel lobbies,
with
breath
lows:
ferment and poison your
blow to the temperance cause of the they extol the advantages of license
"There is a curious tendency at the nauseous odors.
entire world. The world is watching over prohibition.
50
present moment to parody the reliPape's Diapepsin costs only
Maine.
Is she going to fall while the
The Young Campaigners
for Progious motive in art. A recent and cents for a large case at any drug world looks on? She will not fail If
hibition of which Miss Anna G. Gormost
will
the
relieve
and
store
here,
need
glaring example, which indeed
Christendom
stands by her in fafth don, vice president National W. G. T.
hardly "be discussed, in these columns obstinate case of Indigestion and Up and prayer.
On Sunday, September V., is general director, is a powerful
is the "Saint Sebastian" of Gabriele set Stomach in five minutes.
'
There is nothing else better to take 10, the Sunday Schools of Maine and factor in the campaign. Upwards of
d'AnnunzIo. Were the "mystery" less
the
world
been
will
have
the
30,000 young people and children have
studying
dull one might suspect it of being Gas from Stomach and cleanse the
Lesson.
us
Let
make
enlisted to do all they can to "keep
Temperance
and
stomach
besides,
and,
intestines,
we
find
the spirit
diabolical, for here
that Sunday a time of prayer for! Maine's prohibitory law."
of sanctity and asceticism transform- one single dose will digest and preMaine, in the Sunday school, church
The W. C. T. TJ. has a Catholic
ed, as it were, into terms of the sen- pare for assimilation into the blood services,
young people's societies and speaker in the field who speaks to
suous, so as to appeal to the taste all your food ffie same as a sound,
Let the people of, his audience in French and who has
family worship.
of those whose jaded appetites are healthy stomach would do it.
New Mexico join in this petition and the support of the priests in many
When
bestom
set
Diapepsin
works,
your
of
tired
the subjects usually
also work and pray that
places.
fore them, and whose minds would ach rests gets itself in order, cleans
men
who will protect the interests of
and
then you feel like eating
The W. C. T. TJ. also has "Vote
seem incapable of taking In the ideas up
when you come to the table, and whatjth homes may be elected to fill the No" missionaries working along the
cf real sanctity.
offices ln our new 8tate- coast of Maine and on the isolated isyou eat will do you good.
"Leaving aside however, tnls crude
r more lnan nau a century me lands.
Absolute
all
Stomach
relief
from
These speakers are equipped
and deliberate parody on religious
dnnn s W of temperance people have been with boats and tents appropriately
to Miaerv is wnitine for vnu
emotion, it might be interesting
decide to take a little Diapepsin. directed t0 the 8ma11 Btate whlch has decorated.
The W. C. T. U. also has
stop and inquire how many sins of you
Tell
your druggist that you wantS'ven a "ruuani example oi now a a gifted speaker, a great friend of the
the same kind indeliberate indeed,
itBelf
alcohol
from
the
fres
who is visiting the Italian
but more frequent than might be sup- Pape's Diapepsin, because you wantipeople
There are three noticeable Italians,
n Wnm
(
wnn.rhiv Miii this plague.
colonies speaking to them in Italian.
posed are committed every day. For
facts about Maine prohibition. It wasj Several W. C. T. TJ. auto
parties
the tendency to confound religious time.
to do from the stand-- ! have toured and are
Remember, if your stomach feels the right thing
touring the state.
emotion with sensuous emotion is not
of
God's
law.
was
the
It
point
right
out of order and uncomfortable now,
Mr. H. W. Ricker of the Poland
always confined to birds of the
to do from the standpoint of j
you can surely get relief in five min thing
Spring House, carries in his party
feather.
physical well being. It had great prac-- ' Rev. and Mrs. Livingston of Rhode
utes.
Atrophied Faculties.
tical advantage from the standpoint Island. Both Mr. and Mrs.
Livingston
"It is in music that we most often
of business or commercial gain. Will were born
OF
FUNERAL
TODAY
in Scotland and they reother
confusion.
the
In
notice this
this!
in
Maine
retain
her
leadership
ceive hearty welcome from the Scotch
REV. E. CELSO SALAZAR.
arts it is not so easy, it would seem,
powerful social reform? Surely the! quarrymen in Maine. At one of these
to be deceived. Any one can recogwill
children
of
of
the kingdom
light
Funeral services for Rev. E. Celso
meeting addressed by Mrs. Livingsnize an objectionable painting or
j
who died Wednesday, were win in this battle against the powers ton the Scotch quarrymen
played
Salazar,
sees
when
he
of
sculpture
piece
of darkness and the unscrupulous from
their bag pipes on the quarry
Yet, strangely enough, not every one held this morning in the Methodist beer capitalists will learn once for
,
not even every sincere lover of music, Episcopal chapel in Old Albuquerque. all that they shall never have the hillside.
Captain Hobaon to Speak.
peems able to recognize objection The pallbearers were Jesus Romero, right of plundering and defiling the
i,
Nearly all of the speakers give their
able music when he hears it. There Nestor Montoya, Elf ego Baca, A.
old Pine-Tre- e
State.
services without cost.
The great
Francisco Mirabau and Ezeklel
are many people, often very well
to Sonthern
voters
to
an
is
Following
appeal
orator, Mrs. Mary Harris
meaning people, whose critical facur Chavez, nev. Epimenio Flores con- keep the law, by
Armour of Georgia gave up her vacaty seems atrophied when it comes to ducted the services and burial was in
MRS. L. M. N. STEVENS,
tion time to speak in Maine, giving
music. They expect from this art on- Fairview cemetery. Rev. Mr. Salazar
President National W. C. T. U.
The
ly a sort of emotional excitement, and was 51 years old and had been a min- Reviews Compaign and Sees Victory her services without cost.
Georgia W. C. T. TJ. sent to the
do not stop to discriminate between ister of the gospel in New Mexico for
If Home Defenders Do Duty.
Maine W. C. T. TJ. one hundred dollars
one kind of emotional excitement and a quarter of a century. The deceased
Me., Sept 2 Mrs. Lillian to pay Mrs. Armour's
traveling ex--1
another. ' They seem to be in a maze. leaves a wife and eight children, M.Portland,
N. Stevens, State and national presThey will listen to a musical compo among wnom is Mrs. Ortiz, wife of At- ident of the W. C. T. V., who la penses, so that the speaking ot
Georgia's gifted daughter would be atsition, feel an emotional appeal, and torney Modesto C. Ortiz.
directing the fight for prohibition in tended with no expense to Maine W.
conclude that it must be fine music,
Maine,, has prepared for the "Ameri- C. T. U.
Kinds of Appeal.
can" the following article, giving her
As
draws near the com
"All music is emotional, but music
views on the campaign now being bat voting day
The last meet
deepens
rapidly.
ie capable of several kinds of appeal
I
waged:
ing to be held by the Maine W. C. T.
to the emotions diametrically opposed
STANDING OF THE TEAMS.
The conflict now waging In Maine U. will be held in Jefferson Theatre,
to each other in character, on the
National League.
is the greateest prohibition battle the Sunday evening, September 10. Cap
on
one hand ennobling and uplifting,
Won. Lost. Pet world has ever known. Maine, bigger tain R. P. Hobson of Santiago fame
the other , debasing and sensuous. New York
7
46
.626
will be the speaker. Mrs. Hobson will
What constitutes a pure emotional ap75
46
.620
Chicago ..
be with him.
on
The effort of a
to
draw
line
is
hard
The
peal?
...75 54 .5.81 able to resist the attacks of all liquor- nent Maine politician to keep promiPittsburg ...
Captain
paper, as is indeed the case with any Philadelphia ;.. ... ..68 57
.544
dom which has striven for its over- Hobson out of the state, did not pre
art, but it is perfectly plain to musi- St. Louis ...
61
64
.512
throw.
of
the
exvail.
On
prohibiDuring
reign
afternoon in Port
cians when it comes to concrete
Cinclnati
....58 67 .504 tion in Maine the State has made an land there Sunday
will an immense prohibiamples. We can all realize if we stop Brooklyn ... .,,
74
.403 enviable record of progress in every tion demonstration
....50
to think, that the emotional appeal
by the Young Cam311
93
Boston ... ... ... ...33
good and desirable way. It has been paigners for Prohibition and the Sunin the works of Bach, of Mozart, ol
a beacon light to other states and day schools of the city. , A similar
Beethoven, is a pure appeal. (We are
American League.
other nations, all of which are more or plan will be carried out in many
of course, speaking now on secular
Won. Lost Pet less interested in the great problem: other locatlities in Maine on
,
that day.
music.) At the other extreme we
43
.659 What shall be done with the liquor
Philadelphia
...85
Rusthe
On election, day the W. C. T. U.
crudities
of
the
place
might
52
597
...
...
.
Detroit
.......77
traffic?
sian school of composers, frankly barthroughout the state will establish
..68 66 .531 That the
and re- Cleveland .,
near the voting places.
Maine
battle
for
in
barous, violent,
headquarters
present
.530'
61
New York ... ... ...69
the retention of the prohibitory law is These places will be appropriately
laxing, and the debilitating, saccha- Boston
66
...
...
.489
......63
of world-wid- e
rine sweetness of the French composinterest is amply proven decorated with "Vote No" banners,
66
.484
ers of the clan of Massenet and Chicago ... ...
by the great appeal to Maine to keep etc. In towns where the voters come
76
.415
..54
Gounod. The sensuousness of the bar- Washington ...
its prohibitory law, signed by noted from a distance coffee and a light
....38 90 .297. scientists,
barian and the sensuousness of the St. Louis ...
physicians, philanthropists, luncheon will be served. There will
drawing-room- .
And between these obreformers from many na- be prayer meetings in the churches
educators,
Western League.
vious extremes there lie many less
tions of the world, including from our and the church bells will ring every
Won.
Lost. Pet. own
obvious pitfalls.
country such names as General hour.
Denver
92
56
.621 Nelson A.
Makes Last Appeal.
Debilitating Music.
Miles, General Frederick
76
.563
59
The temperance women will do all
"The difference between the uplift St. Joseph ...
Dent Grant, Dr. David Starr Jordan,
Pueblo
58
...
...
.570
...77
in music is ai
ing anil tho
Hon. John D. Long, within their power to get all temper
Dr.
Lincoln
64
. .. ......71
.526 Dr. Irving Fisher,
Wilfred
T.
Dr. William ance men to the polls, impressing
reality as definite as in painting or- vumm
Grenfel,
.500
68
68
t
Fl Warren, Mr. John B. Lennon, Mrs. upon them that this great home ques
any other art, and indeed more dan72
.478
6b
inasmuch as the OIOUX Uty
rornns Jn
Florence Kelley, Miss Jane Adams, tion is of more importance on Sep50 85
.371 Mrs.
emotional appeal of music is morelTopeka . ...
Maude Ballington Booth and tember 11th than harvesting or any
DeS
90
Moines
...
...
.328
I
...44
In
the other,
(ntorln,. on cnhtla than
scores of others of equal prominence. other kind of labor.
It the temper
arts. The Greeks recognized the danance people and their allies are one-for
Churches
Prohibition.
THEV
WHERE
PLAY TODAY.
ger ln their system of education, and
Among the forces of Maine arrayed half as alert on election day as the
would not allow their young men to
on the prohibition side are the church liquor tribe and their allies will be,
National League.
use certain muBical modes, because
eswe have heard of only one minis we shall have a glorious victory for
Brooklyn at New York.
.
k
ter now in charge of a church who de prohibition.
they considered the melodic progresat
Boston.
Philadelphia
sions morally debilitating.
Heaven forbid that the indifference
clared against prohibition. The Sun:
:
t
Pittsburg at St. Louis.
of temperance men
Censorship of Sound?
day School Association of 100,000 or
Cincinnati at Chicago.
"When d'Annunzio's Immoral mysmembers adopted a ringing resolution shall be manifested on September 11,
tery was brought forth, the Archin favor of the retention of the pro when the great question of prohibiAmerican League.
bishop of Paris spoke out in no uncerhibitory amendment. V The same Is tion versus license, the home versus
tain terms, lest some simple soul be 'St. Louis at Cleveland.
true of the Christian Endeavor, the the saloon, will be settled at the ballot
taken unaware and deceived into New York at Washington.
Epworth
league, the Young People's box. Let no one be deceived by the
thinking that 'Saint Sebastian' was a Boston at Philadelphia.
Christian Union and all the Maine fallacious cry of the license man that
at
Detroit.
Chicago
religious drama. But in the case of
Grangers 60,000 strong; all have de a repeal of the amendment does not
music making a similar appeal, where
clared for the retention of the pro mean the repeal of the prohibitory
YESTERDAY'S GAME.
can we find a remedy? Shall we orhibitory amendment and are working law. , If the "Yes" vote prevails on
ganize a censorship of sound? Would
September 11 (Heaven forbid), the
accordingly.
National League.
that it were practicable. As far as
The State Superintendent of Schools "powers that be" in Maine this year
2.
York
New
3; Brooklyn
Sacred Music is concerned, the Holy
has announced that he shall "vote would make quick work of enacting
Chicago 3; Cincinnati 2.
Father has attempted something of
no," and the school superintendents of a local option license law.
American League.
the sort, but for music in general we
On behalf of the highest and holiest
the state assembled in convention
New York 2; Washington 1.
can gee no such hopeful outlook, and
voted unanimously in favor of the re- interests of the home and ot all that
the remedy must come, if at all, Chicago 9; Detroit 3.
tention of the prohibitory amendment is dear to the heart of woman and to
Cleveland 2; St Louis 1..
through a more general and thorough
The professional men, the business the happiness of childhood, may every
Philadelphia 4; Boston 1.
musical education and a more serious
men to a marked degree, are standing humanity loving man In Maine on the
Western League.
attitude toward music as an art.".
for prohibition. The great majority ot proposition to annul and abrogate the
St. Joseph 7; Sioux City 2.
VOTE NO.
the newspapers of the state are on the prohibitory amendment
Pueblo 4; Denver 0.
WOMEN TO BE CITY
side and., are owned and
prohibition
Southern League.
MARSHALL AND POILCEMEN.
controlled by men who cannot be PHYSICIAN STEALS BECAUSE
UNABLE TO MAKE LIVING
"It is too late for the tax levy now,'' Chattanooga 3; Atlanta 1.
with license money.
bought
Mobile 0; Montgomery 2.
Bald Mrs. Wilson, the militant mayor
Law. v
Present
for
Bankers
Birmingham 1; New Orleans 2.
of Hunnewell, Kansas, "but well get
PJlfctsburg,
Sept. 9. Admitting he
The president of Casco Bank, PortAmerican Association.
along without it. i shall appoint womland, a man who is prominently con- was unable to make a living because
Kansas
St. Paul
City
en who will serve without pay to the
nected with other banking institu there are so many doctors ln PittsMilwaukee
Minneapolis 13-offices of town marshal, city ; Clerk,
tions, says that he knows the opinions burg, Dr. A. B. Miller testified in poColumbus
Louisville
of many of the presidents and vice- - lice court today that he had taken a
city treasurer and commissioner of
Toledo 3; Indianapolis 0.
streets. I am confident that Hunne-well'- s
presidents ot the various financial in horse and buggy and sold them ln
Coast League.
affairs will be straightened out
stitutions of Maine, and that more the hope of securing enough money to
Portland 7; Sacramento 1.
now in spite of the councilmen. "A
85 per cent of them are In favor enable him to return to his parents
than
Vernon 4; San Francisco 5.
at Ithaca, N. Y. Miller said he had
woman marshal could do much more
of prohibition.
Oakland 2; Los Angeles 3.
'
than any man' to rout put 'blind tigers.'
The men's temperance ' organize' conducted an office here for three
Women get used to smelling their
tions and the W. C. T. TJ. are all months, during which time his re
EUGENIO ALAR. D ESCAPES
husband's breaths. I shall place my
harmoniously for the reten ceipts had been $4.
FROM TRINIDAD JAIL. working
tlon of the law.
Nearly all of the
confidence ln a woman marshal." : v,
'
Trinidad, Colo., Sept. 9. Eugenio
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
clergymen of Maine are giving the
Alarid, convicted ,on a charge of as whole or part of their vacation to SU11 retains its high place as the best
8HE MIXED HER DRINKS
sault with intent to murder, walked
work. 'it$cv2ii,' '" V":'v'';" household remedy for all coughs and
' AND NOW IS DEAD.
out of the county jail last night, and campaign
,Tftesl," in addition to the many colds, either for children or grown perDouglas, Wyo., Sept. 9 Mrs. Sally has not. been
captured. Night Jailet other Maine men and women and the sons. Prevents serious results from a
Cress Is dead as the result of her mis- - Gutierre
paid no attention to the de- - scores of gifted out of state speakers cold. ' Take only the genuine Foley's
in the state, are making many Honey and Tar Compound, and refuse
alcohol anft gram alcohol. She drank
,. now
nrt
V,
lively meetings In every town of the substitutes. For sale by ail druggists
a Quantity of the wood alcohol, and No trace has been found of the
pri state. Tens of thousands of "Vote
death resulted in a few hours. oner.
No" buttons have been sent out from TEN YEAR OLD BOY ,
and as
W. C. T. TJ. headquarters
SLAYER 13 SENTENCED.
i:V
Before you reach the Limit,
.
Let Him Know It If you are out ot many "Vote No" window cards. In
of physical endurance and while you a
position, you must let the employer some localities every home has such a
Lamar, Colo., Sept.
Judge W. E.
condition ! still curable, take Foley know it. A want
Fee today sentenced Willie Rowe, 10,
in the card in the window.
advertisement
Kidney Pill. Their quick action and new Mexican will reach every busi
The present indications are that the to the state reformatory during his
positive results will delight you. Tor ness and professional man in the city prohibition forces will win on Sep- minority for killing Vertfe Hlltabldel
backache, 'nervousness. rheumatism, and county and a great many in the tember 11, bnt I do net underestimate 18, at Wiley. The victim was steal
and all kidney, bladder and urinary territory, If you have any special tal the strength of the enemy. They nave ing apples from Willie's grandmoth'
troubles. For sale by all druggists. .. ent do not aide it under a buaneL
v ' jp
H 'vaulted amount, ot money and ers orchard,
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H. L. ORTIZ,

Regular communiAttorney and Counsellor-at-Lacation first Monday
before all the courts g
Practicing
of each month at
Hall
at the Territory.
Masonic
7.30.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
H. H.

MARKErREPORT

7--

DR. C. M. RILEY,

Veterinary Physician and

Surgeon,
Graduate of McKillep's
Veterinary
College of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Dentistry a Specialty
Office: East side of plaza, corner
ot Frisco and Shelby Sts.
Phone Red 138.
PROBERT

& COMPANY

Investments
Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned fo' Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other Busineus
Opportunities
throughout Taci county.
Bank References Furnished
New Mexico.
Taos,

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACF
Phone. 23 C Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 220 Black
OFFICE HOURS. to 3 P. M.
1

W. M. SHERIDAN, M.
Genito-lrinar-

Diseases.

y

THE WASSERMAN & NOOUCH'
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
ADMINISTERED.

Chemical and Microscopical Ex
aminations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions
for collecting specimens given w
application.
State

Nat. Bank

Bid., Albuquerque

1 x

N

M

WA tws
FOR RENT
Chapelle.
FOR

Furnished rooms,

RENT

102

See

house.

John Pflueger, the shoe man.
WANTED A Good cook for a small
household.
Address New Mexican.
FOR SALE

Modern

a

elgnt-roome-

house on Read Avenue.

P.

Inquire

Hesch.
FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot.
tage. Bath, range, light O. C Wat.

son

& Co.

4

Farmer.
Oats

Selt., 43

Pork Jan.,
Lard Oct.,

16.32
9.55X57

1--

,

Santa Fe Camp

Jan.

13514,

9.42

Ribs

Oct., 9.00; Jan.

8.47

1--

Wool.

St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 9.

Wool firm;

territory and western mediums
fine mediums

;

17

17

19; fine 11 bors welcome.

M.

LADIES Send for catalog of reliable
rubber specialties.
Supply Co., 250 South St.,
Newark, N. J.

toilet drug and
Col-Ma- c

46

Dec,

CARE TAKER WANTED Man or
woman. No children. Rooms furnished. "Joseph B. Hayward, Mgr.

W. A.

meets second Tuesday each month, so
cial meeting tUrd
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. Vistlng neigh

A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
CHAS. A. RISING, ClerV.

For Sale, dirt cneap, one 1911 model
Excelsior magneto motor cycle and a new No. 105 Underwood
typewriter. Reason for selling, leaving town. Inquire at Museum. Jesse
4 H. P.

L. Nusbaum.

WANTED to rent, by small family,
up to October
first, a modern five or
Address
Santa Fe Camp No. house with Improvements.
Mexican of6673, R. N. A. meets S M. C, in care of New
fourth Tuesday of fice.
each month; social meeting third
OPPORTUNITY is simply the apTuesday at Elks' plication of energy to every day con
HaU.
ditions as they arise. We .pay bis
neighbors welcome commissions, advance cash, teach
NETTIE VICKROY.
salesmanship; you furnish the energy.
Oracle. Conditions are favorable. Write for
FLORENCE RISING.
terms. Salem Nursery Company,
Recorder.
Salem, Oregon.

Livestock

Sept 9. Cattle Receipts
Market steady. Beeves $58.10;
Texas
steers $4.406.4O;
western
steers $47; stockers and feeders 3
5.50; cows and heifers $2.256.30;
calves $6.259.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 6,000.
steady to shade up. Light $6.95
Visiting
7.50; mixed $6.907.55; heavy $6.75
to
7.45; rough $6.756.95; good
choice heavy $6.957.45; pigs $4.75
7.30; bulk of sales J6.907.30.
Sheep
Receipts' 25,000. Market
weak. Native $2.253.90;
western
$2.504; yearlings $3.904.7O; lambs
native $3.754; western $4.75i
CURDS
PROFESSIONAL
Kansas City, Sept. 9. Cattle Re
Market
ceipts 300, no southerns.
Native steers
steady.
$5.258;
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
southern steers $45.25; southern
cows $2.75 4.40; native cows and
HOLT A SUTHERLAND
,
and
heifers $2.757.50; stockers
Attorneys-at-Lafeeders $3.505.75; bulls $34.50;
Practice in tie Distri t Court at
calves $4.257.75; western steers
well as before the Supreme Court ox
steers $4.507; western cows $2.'
4.75.
the territory.
New Mexico.
Hogs
Receipts 15,000. Market Las Cruces,
strong to 5c higher. Bulk of sales
,
C. W. G. WARD
$7.057.25; heavy $6.957.20; pack
ers and butchers $7.057.30; lights
Territorial District Attorn y
$77.30.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
" New Mexico.
Sheep
Receipts 1,000. Market Las Vegas.
Muttons $2.753.75; lambs
steady.
$4.505.60; range wethers and year!
E. C. ABBOTT
ings $2.904.25; range ewes, $2.
Attorney-at-La3.75.
Practice in the District and eu
Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
BOYS ARRESTED FOR PLAYING
to
all business.
attention
given
CARDS ON A SUNDAY.
Chicago,

400.

at 'once or any time

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriteo guar-

anteed.
change.

Santa Fe Typewriter
Phone 231.

Ex-

for year
most progressive and strongest house in the business, offering
copyrighted domestic and full Import
line of calendars, novelties, fans, cloth
and leather goods all for advertising.
Exclusive territory in New Mexico.
PermaCommissions most liberal.
nent, profitable position. . Apply sales
SALESMEN wanted now

1912 by

manager.

Kemper-Thoma-

Co., Cincin-

s

'

"'

nati.

.,

New Mexico
Banta Fe.
Hunnewell, . Kan., Sept. 9. Hunnewell learned that it must not play
Q. W. PRICHARD
cards on Sunday during the term of
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
office of Mrs. Wilson as mayor. To
Practice in all the District Coun
discover this fact four young men of
this town paid ten dollars each ln and gives special atMibvn to cases
Judge Bonfall'a court at South Haven before the Territorial Supreme Court
The complaints agalnBt them were Office: Laugblin Blk, Santa Fe. N. H
sworn to by Mrs. Wilson. She charg
HARRY D. MOULTON
ed they played cards on Sunday in a
house on the Main street of Hunnewell without even closing the front
Attorney-at-Ladoor. Mrs. Wilson said the convictions were Just a start in her crusade
against gambling social and prof es- .::
sional.
,
8anta Fe. N. IL
'
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Chae. R. Easley
Chas, F. Eaatey.
A EASLEY.
. EASLEY
Attorneys at Law. '
,

BWUW1IW
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Formerly Special Agent, O. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specials

till

Notice of Di&sol ;tloi .
Notice is hereby given to the public

that the firm and partnership heretofore existing and doing business in the
city of Santa Fe, N. M., under the
name and style of Lucero and Pache-chas this day been dissolved by mutual consent ot the partners constituting said firm, same being the undersigned, and that the said business will
be continued and conducted in the fu-ture by Domingo Pacheco, the remaining partner, and that all debts due
said firm are to be paid to said Pacheco, who is hereby authorized to give
and take receipt therefore, and the
said Pacheco makes himself responsl-ble for and will pay all Just debts ue
by said firm of Lucero and Pacheco.
In testimony whereof the parties
constituting said firm have signed and
sealed this notice of dissolution in
Santa Fe, N. M., this 7th day ot Sepo

tember, 1911.
EVARISTO LUCEftO. .
"
DOMINGO PACHECO. . '".
Practice is the courts ant btfora
Admlted Her Illicit Love.
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
It yeu want anything oa eartaTry
Santa Fa, N. U branch Offloe
I
a New Mexican want ad,
ela KM.
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Lear.
New Mexico.

Lodge
& A. M

.
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and Land

Taos,
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DOWN

MASONIC.
Montezuma
No. 1, A. F.

Jonesboro, Ark. "I suffered a com
DORMAN,
Master
plete break down in health, some time
.
ago," writes Mrs. A. McGill, from thi3 CHAS. E. LINNET. Secreta.-yplace. "I was very weak and could
Santa Te Chapter No.
not do any work. I tried different
1, R. A. M.
Regular
remedies, but they did me no good.
convocation second
One day, I got a bottle of Cardui. It
Monday of eacb month
did me so much good, I was
surprised,
at Masonic Hail a'
and took some more.
7:30 p. m.
Before I took Cardui, I had headache
JOHN II. WALKER.
and backache, and sometimes I would
H. P.
cry for hours. Now I am over all that,
and can do all kinds of housework. I ARTHUR SELIGMA:. Secretary.
think it is the greatest medicine on
Sacta Fe Comrr.anderj
earth."
No. 1, K. T. Regular
In the past flftv years, thousands of
tounn iion
j conclave
ladies have written, like Mrs. McGill,
f day in each month at
to tell of the benefit received from
Masonic Hall at 7:30
Cardui.
Such testimony, from earnest women,
p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
surely indicates the great value of this
tonic remedy, for diseases peculiar to W. E. GRIFFIN, hecorder.
women. Are you a sufferer? Yes?
Cardui Is the medicine you need.
We urge you to try it.
Santa Fe ixidge of
N. B
Perfection No. 1, 14th
Write to - La kes' Advisory Dept.. Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.. for Fptrial
degree. Ancient and AcNxik. "Home Treatment
lntryrti(in,i. and
for women," &ent in plain wrapper, on
cepted Scottish Rite of
request.
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
GIRL CHAUFFEUR BRINGS
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening ln
GRIEF TO MOTORING PARTY. Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 9. Four mem- Visiting Fcotish Rite Masons are cor
bers of a motoring party, reutrning to dially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Denver shortly after midnight from
Venerable Matter
Petersburg, narrowly escaped death
when the automobile crashed into an HENRY F. STEPHEN8, 32
outbound tramway car on the Pearl
Secretary.
street line at East First avenue and
P. O. E.
Logan street. The members of the
Santa Fe Lodge No.
party, Miss Florence Goulette and
460, B. P. O. E. holds
Mrs. Margaret Colombe, 1641 Wash
its
regular session on
E.
Carl
2429
ington street,
Walters,
the second and fourth
Hooker street, and Fred Woodhouse,
of each
Wednesday
2314 King street. All were thrown
month. Visiting broth
from the auto and dragged along the
ers are inviteu and
pavement.
They were removed to
welcome.
their homes where their injuries, conCARL A. BISHOP.
sisting of bruises and slight cuts, were J. D. SENA
Exalted Ruler.
dressed. Returning to Denver Miss
Secretary.
Goulette asked to be allowed to drive
the car. The young woman became
excited as they approached a tramway
car.
The auto, eoins at high sneed. crash
ed into the forward end and side of
the tram, wrecking the motor car and
Independent Order of Beavers.
badly damaging the larger car.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80. I. O. B. holds
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
MONEY AND METALS.
President
New York, Sept.
C. J. NEIS,
55
Atchison 102
Sugar 115
Secretary.
Great Northern pfd. 120
'New York
Central 102
Northern Pacific
F. W. FARMER
1141-4- ;
Reading 1381-2- ; Southern PaHomestead No.
cific 106
Union Pacific 165
2879.
Steel 67
Steel, pfd. 114
Brotherhood
Call money nominal; Prime paper
of
4
American Yeomen
per cent. Mexican dollars
Secon
45; Silver 52
Meets
Lake copper 12.62 2
12.871-2- ;
Lead 4.454.55.
and Fourth Thurs
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Delgado's
days,
Hall. H. Foreman,
Chicago, 111., Sept. 9. Wheat Sept.
.
3
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Dec, 97
Corn Sept. 66
Dec. 64
Sec. Mrs. Dais;

201-2-

Attoroey-at-La-

Mining

Gives the Real Facts In Regard to
Her Case and Tells How She
Suffered.

i

I

McGILL
BROKE

2

WILLIAM McKEAN

Fraternal Societies

j
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REPUBLICANS
rived from that place the night before. "PROGRESSIVE"
HOLD A
Roswell Daily Record.
Mrs. F. A. Bridge and her aaugnters
who have been visiting here, left this While Moon Shines Brightly They
Talk Over a "Few Matters" A
morning for the Rito de los Frijoles
Dozen Were There.
The Saturday Card Club Is meeting canon to be" gone several days.
this afternoon at the home of Mrs. A.
M. Bergere on Grant avenue. Besides!
While the moon, shone brightly last
GOODING SAYS WOOL
there was a very Interesting!
the members of the club the guests
FREIGHT RATE IS HIGH. night "
of "Progressive Republi-- J
are Mrs. Van Stone of Estancia who
of Santa Fe. About a dozen!
cans"
is visiting Mrs. Hurt of this city and
on
New Methods of Raising Sheep
well known Santa Feans attended itj
Mrs. Caroline Otero of Roswell.
Restricted Range More ExpenLuna
Manuel A. Otero, Anthony
and a prominent Don Gaspar avenue
Plan.
Former
sive
Than
and Luna Bergere, of Santa Fe, arresident formerly of Buena Vista
New
to
Mexican)
Wire
Leased
Special
acted as secretary,, (it Is said.)
rived Tuesday night to attend the (By
Loma,
S.
Good
F.
9.
Til.
SeDt.
rhiraen
as can be ascertained, thei
So
far
Military Institute. Joe Creamer ar
ing, former governor of Idaho, repre- proceedings were not given out to the
the National Wool Growers

SOCIAL UNO PERSONAL

Andrews "Cash"

no-- 4

GROCERY

BAKERY

no'.

MARKET

AND

"POW-WOW-

."

1

i Tke Cook

feels
always
1
confident of

"pow-wow-

" UNCLE SAM "
Inspects all the BEEF,

iVEAL

AND PORK

we sell.

i

senting

We Buy the Best K. C. Meats.
Phone No. 4,

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

92.. ..Phone.. ..92

HAYWARD S

MARKE

I

I

9. 1911.

Association, testified before Interstate
Prouty to
Commerce Commissioner
day that the railroad rate on wool, is
unjustly high.
vow methods of raising sneep, nave
come into use in the last few years
and the expense is greater, he "said.
The range being well occupied, neras

press.

SCHOOL BOY POISONED
FROM CHOCOLATE CANDY.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 9 Miles Rader,
14 years old, a pupil of the Evans
school, is dangerously ill at the house
of his father, the Rev. J. R. Itader,
The child
with ptomaine poisoning.
was poisoned by "chocolate candy"
purchased at a store near the school,
says the boy's .father.

OHIO LEGISLATIVE BRIBER
IS GIVEN THREE YEARS.

1

in

I pure ana wnolesome
fo o d when tising 1

j

One of the Progressives who attend
was asked today what
ed the
happened and he said: "Oh, we just
pow-wo-

talked matters over."
The matters are said io have been
the impending state and county tickets, which will be voted on in New

Mexico November 7. i
as large as formerly cannot be han
A public meeting has been called for
'
dled.
Tuesday evening at Delgado hall.

Turquoise, Laveliers,

Amethysts, Opals,
HAYWARDS

MARKET

92...Phone ..92

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
IN
We recommend Waltham Watches
because we believe thera to be the
lcr,t.
Our stock offers a wide assortment of
.

GOLD AND SILVER

Plums, Apples, Crab Apples and Pears now.

FILIGREE

CUT FLOWERS ALL THE TIME.

Waltham Watches

At the

You Owned a Waltham?
Vte will show yon the exquisitely thin model Waltharas or
lae Colonial Scries and wiil
fame the Waltham movement
Lest suited to your

S.

. . . CLARENDON GARDENS . . . Phone

12

i

RECEIVED

Small lot of Jelly Glasses Tin Tops, Mason
Fruit Jars, Porcelain Lined Caps.

HOUSES FOR RENT

DAVID LOWITZKI

in

()NE of the first requisites of a modern home is an
rd
sanitary plumbing equipment. To
the domestic health and to keep
the home thoroughly clean and
wholesome at all times, plumbing fixtures affording absolute
and perfect sanitation are a
5
prime necessity.
"gtantfaxT plumbing fixtures
and our expert mechanics will
make your bathroom attractive
and inviting.
Let us give you an estimate.
safe-gua-

1

1

Him

SSSS

j

and Hei

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Trinidad, Colo., Sept. 9. Infuriated
at the refusal of his wife to return to
him, Benjamin V. Smith, former policeman, broke into his wife's room at the
home of her mother, Mrs. Mattie
early today and shot her, the
bullet grazing the woman's skull. He
,Ja-cob- s,

was arrested shortly afterward at the
house of a neighbor. The woman will
'
.:
recover.
--

BUSINESS BLOCK AT
DEMINQ BURNED DOWN.
A fire broke out in the bathroom
of the Commercial hotel at Deming
and spread with such rapidity that it
very soon consumed the whole row,
including the newly remodeled hotel,
Pablo Rivera's store, belonging to F.
O.

Pattberg, and the former Florence

Grocery, despite the well directed ef-- l
forts of the firemen. The hotel loss,
is from $6,000 to $8,000, with a 50 peri

FOR SALE BY

Santa Fe Hardware & 'Supply Co.

Baking Powder

ST
HAY CROP IN U. S.
15,000,000

eal quite a lift.
TONS SHORT.

Provisions

Wheat, Corn, Oats and
Ruled Strong Today

December opened
64 to
63
and rallied fo
The market closed steady

up at

to
reacted to
64

8

with Dec.
uj at 64
.
Chicago Market.
Oats derived firmness from the fact
that the hay crop is nearly fifteen mil(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) lion tons short. December started
to
.to
Chicago, 111., Sept. ,i 9. With the
higher at 641-fell back to 46 and again rose' to
spring wheat crop officially' reported
as the smallest since 1900, the market 461-4- .
Good commission buying strengthfor futures today took an upturn.; Opened provisions. Initial sales were un8
higher. changed to 5c
ening prices were 8 to
higher with January deto
December started at 97
livery 16.17 2 to 16.20 for pork; 9.40
a gain of
to
touched 97 to 9.42 for lard and 45 for ribs.
and rallied to 97
The close
Sugar Goes Up Ten Cents.
a
was steady with December 97
New York, N. Y., Sept 9. All
gain of
The bullish character of the gov- grades of refined sugar were advanced
ernment report on corn gave that cer ten cents a hundred pounds today.

the

on

4

1--8

l-- 4

8

"

1--

8

1-- 2

8

8

l-- 8

.

3-- 4,

Jin

PHONE. 59 BLACK.

APure,Grape CreamTartar
I Made from, drapes

Mother-in-La-

I

U7

KS9

Breaks Into Home of His

The Jeweler

lot
Goods

I BakiBdi Powder

SMITH
SHOOTS DOWN HIS WIFE.

SPITZ,

Just received a large
of

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Columbus, Ohio, Sept, 9, Rodney J.
of the
Diegle, former sergeant-at-arm- s
Ohio senate, who was convicted of aiding and abetting alleged bribery, was
today given a sentence of three years
in the penitentiary.
Diegle's sentence was suspended until April 10th to allow the case to be
carried to the circuit court. He was

She Refused to Return to

The Modern Home

Second-han- d

t

released.

Cpme in and talk aatch with vs. It will
rot obligate faying and it may profit you
much.
Ve l explain what constitutes
ft good Line-piec-

"It's Time

Sergeant-at-Arm- s
of Senate
Convicted of Aiding and Abetting Corrupti6n.

Former

9l

SEPARATE COLORS, ANY QUANTITY.
vari
grow only the best and
eties, and they are especially fine now. No such Peas have
'
heretofore been shown in Santa Fe.

SWEET PEAS

I

up-to-d-

ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTS
the time to transplant this gorgeous flower. My
cent insurance. Rivera carried aj poppy plants are right and will grow and bloom the coming
$2,000 insurance that would, have ex
season. 20 cents each ; $1.50 per dozen.
pired September 20. 'landlord' Thoin
son will immediately rebuild.

,

.

;

:' Now is

Phone. Black 204.

-

JAMES

.

McCONVERY.

419 Palace Ave.

STORE
afe'For Cash Only
WORTH OF DRY GOODS to be sold in
10
days at real cost, for the simple reason
that our stock is getting top; large for the
size of the town. Thus we are forced to sacrifice prices and
'

reduce our stock to a certain limit. Do not lo$e this opportunity. Buy freely and save money.
:

Sale Starts Saturday, Sept.

and Ends Monday, Sept.

18

SHOES, LADIES' WAISTS, HOSIERY, CORSETS, MEN'S HATS AND SUITS are to be sold at ridiculou pricea.
Read our circulars and note the extremely low prices. This immense stock must be reduced. If prices have anything to do with it,
,
this stock will surely go. Come rlKSl and get the cream of our bargains.
v3
.

.

SAW FRANCISCO

STREET.

BMMBIi

